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Housefather’s working hard to ensure re-election in Mount Royal
Montreal’s Mount Royal is a fortress riding that
has voted Liberal in every federal election since
1940, but incumbent MP Anthony Housefather
is not taking anything for granted. He says he’s
“working harder than his opponents” to ensure
his re-election October 21.
On a typical Sunday early in the campaign,
Housefather, 46, began by joining a Walk for
Bladder Cancer in Town of Mount Royal. He
then spent four hours knocking on doors in Côte
Saint Luc, and later met with several tenants’
associations in Snowdon. In the evening he
attended a concert, sponsored by the Bangladesh
Association in Côte des Neiges.
A former mayor of Côte Saint Luc, Housefather
defeated another former mayor, Robert Libman
in 2015 by almost 6,000 votes. In that campaign,
Mount Royal was seen as winnable under former
Conservative leader Stephen Harper, who kicked
off his national campaign at a rally in the riding.
Housefather has spent his entire adult life as a
politician, starting when he was only 21, as a city
councilor in Hampstead, then in Côte Saint Luc
before becoming mayor, as an activist who fought
battles for language rights as president of Alliance
Quebec and against imposed mergers of island
municipalities.
Housefather says he’s pleased by the response,
saying, “Voters know what I have achieved and
they understand this election for Mount Royal is
about who is the most qualified. For most of the
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He’s won every election in 25 years

people at the doors, I think they agree it’s me.”
His principal opponent is Conservative David
Tordjman, a civil engineer and CSL’s former public
works director, where he serves as a city councilor.
On the campaign trail, Housefather points to his
achievements on the municipal front, and in Parliament, where he cites issues related to the riding
and its major communities, especially the numerically important Jewish and Filipino communities.
As freshman MP, Housefather supported the
genetic non-discrimination law that since 2017

bars any person from being required to undergo
a genetic test or disclose the results of a genetic
test as a condition of providing goods or services
or entering into a contract.
“This is hugely impactful to people in my
riding, particularly those susceptible to genetic
disorders,” he observed.
Of specific interest to the Jewish community,
which accounts for about 30 per cent of its 74,000
electors, Housefather cites adoption by the government of the International Holocaust Remembrance
Alliance’s definition of anti-Semitism. He also is
proud of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s apology
for Canada’s “discriminatory, ‘None is Too many’
immigration policy” from 1933-45 when Jews
desperate to flee Europe could not come to Canada.
Trudeau also apologized for turning away 907
German Jews aboard the St. Louis. The ship was
forced to return to Europe where 254 of those
aboard died in the Holocaust.
As chairperson of the House of Commons
standing committee on Justice and Human
Rights, he spearheaded a review and reinstatement of the Court Challenges Program scrapped
by the Tories, which provides financial support to
individuals and groups to bring before the courts
cases of national significance related to official
languages and human rights. Another achievement was a study on online hate that paved the
way for government intervention.
Last month, he announced $934,000 in support
of the Centre for Older Adults at the Aquatic
Continued on page 4
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“That’s why you go into politics in the first place,” says Housefather of CSL senior initiative
Continued from page 3

Centre in Côte Saint Luc, where
people with dementia can be stimulated during the day and caregivers
can get respite.
“That’s why you go into politics in
the first place,” he said. The money
comes from a new $50 million federal
program to help communities fight
dementia.
When a resident in the riding needed
to import an experimental drug for
cancer treatment from the US that
had not yet been approved by Health
Turning Stone Nov 24-26
2 nights hotel at Turning Stone
Resort
World-class gaming with over
2300 of the newest Gaming
Machines
State-of-the-Art Bingo hall,
golf, restaurants
Shops & Spa facilities
Casino Free play of $70
$425 double, $565 single
Enchanted Christmas Nov 27
Welcome cocktail & plentiful
holiday feast Line dancing
Visit from Santa Claus
Show with invited guest $69 pp

Canada, Housefather intervened
and helped get it certified in Canada.
Housefather was high profile
as justice committee chair during
televised hearings examining the
SNC Lavalin controversy. Former
Justice Minister and Attorney General Jody Wilson-Raybould alleged
that Trudeau and his top advisers
had pressured her to overrule the
director of criminal prosecutions.
Housefather won praise for the
efficient and even-handed way he
handled the controversial hearings.

Riverdance Jan 12, 2020
A theatrical show with
traditional Irish music and
dance, featuring dancing
champions Jean Butler,
Michael Flatley and the vocal
ensemble Anuna
DMC Guide
Ticket for show at 2pm
$115

BLISS Western Caribbean
Cruise Feb 2-16, 2020
14 days onboard the
Norwegian Bliss
Return transportation by
motorcoach. All meals and
entertainment onboard
Inside Cabin $2175 dbl
Balcony Cabin $2900 dbl
Mini Suite Cabin $3075 dbl

Our team of Senior Living Advisors will guide you
throughout the entire search process

AN ENTIRELY FREE SERVICE!
CALL US TODAY 1-855-360-2100
accesresidences.com
TO:					 FOR:

u Carefully analyze all your needs
u Facilitate your search		
u Compare all options		
u Find a solution!			

u An Independent Living Facility
u An emergency situation
u A future relocation
u A Long-Term Care Facility

THE HUMANE PATH TOWARDS FINDING A HOME
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He said he believes WilsonRaybould “did not adequately consider the use of the remediation
agreement that was adopted by the
House of Commons.
“The company’s illegal acts were
committed more than a decade ago,
the people involved in those criminal acts have been gone from the
company for a decade, and many
of them have been prosecuted. This
would have been a good example
…..where you would consider giving
a deferred prosecution agreement.”
Housefather blames the conflict
in part on poor communication
between the prime minister’s office
and Wilson-Raybould and her staff.
“I believe there was a real disconnect
there. We need to learn from that.”
While his Conservative opponent
criticized the Trudeau government’s
record in voting at the UN when
it comes to singling out Israel for
criticism, Housefather counters
with the actual record, compiled by
the Library of Parliament, showing
its voting record is far superior to
that under previous Conservative
and Liberal governments: Under
Trudeau, Canada voted against 87%
of these resolutions, compared to
61% under Harper.
On the positive side, Canada did
not support any of these resolutions
compared to 23% under Harper, 52
per cent under Mulroney, and 71%
under Martin.
In addition, Canada signed a new
and expanded free trade agreement
with Israel, and quadrupled funding
for a program designed to enhance
security and protection at minority
community institutions including
Jewish schools and synagogues.
Housefather did break ranks with
Trudeau when he issued a statement
condemning Israel for use of
“excessive force” against Palestinian
protesters after an Israeli sniper
shot Dr. Tarek Loubani, a Canadian
physician, and called for an independent investigation. He and fellow
Liberal MP Michael Levitt blamed
Hamas and its “stated aims of the
destruction of Israel and the murder
of Israelis.”

When it comes to the controversy
over Justin Trudeau applying blackface and brown face at masquerade
parties 18 years ago and as a high
school student at Collège Jean de
Brébeuf, Housefather notes that
Trudeau agreed these gestures were
racist and he’s apologized but says:
“These pictures happened long
before he went into public life
and his entire life in public service
contradicts what is in those pictures
– his entire life in public service has
been devoted to advancing the rights
of minority communities including
the black community in Canada.”
“I believe that comments by Andrew Scheer…. where he compared
gay marriage to a dog’s tail and
where he voted two years ago against
enshrining the rights of gender identity and gender expression in human
rights and hate crime laws are much
more recent examples of intolerance
than the actions of Trudeau many
years ago.”
Housefather is proud of what he says
is one of the Trudeau government’s
most important achievements,
“to bring 825,000 Canadians out of
poverty. The 9.25 percent of Canadians today who fall below the poverty
line is the lowest rate in my lifetime,
and 825,000 fewer than in 2015
when we were elected.”
He attributes that improvement
to the Canada Child Benefit, two
increases of ten per cent to the
Guaranteed Income Supplement,
and increased funding to develop
more affordable housing stocks,
including for seniors.
Among early promises affecting
seniors, he cites the promise of a
ten percent increase in Old Age
Security for all 75 plus, a 25 per cent
increase in survivor’s benefits, a
pledge to launch a national pharmacare
strategy and more funds for provinces
to ensure access to family doctors.
Of interest to all seniors is boosting the basic exemption to the first
$15,000 in income and a pledge,
within four years, to reduce cell
phone bills – among the highest in
the world in Canada – by 25 per cent.
irblock@hotmail.com

Safe and Secure Home for the Elderly
Three meals a day & housekeeping services included
Bath & shower assistance
Residence

Westhill

Medication supervision

Rooms Presently Available

6332 Sherbrooke West, Suite 300, Montreal

Tel: 514-485-3030 • Cell: 514-726-1181 • Fax: 514-485-2932

Fest showcases Bach’s greatest works
Irwin Block

Anyone interested in classical music knows
about Johann Sebastian Bach – the master German composer and musician who lived from
1685 to 1750 and thrived as a creative force.
His legacy includes such masterpieces as the
Brandenburg Concertos, The Goldberg Variations, and the Mass in B Minor, and they are
features of the 24 concerts in the Montreal Bach
Festival. Officially, it runs Nov. 22 to Dec. 7.
The Montreal Bach Festival, founded in 2005,
has become an essential part of the fall season.
Highlights of ticketed concerts
Nov. 17 – Among the most popular is the Night
of the Choirs – many of the city’s best amateur
vocal ensembles with organ accompaniment:
4-10pm, Church of St. Andrew & St. Paul. suggested donation $15.
Nov. 22 – Berlin Akamus Orchester officially
opens the festival with five of the six Brandenburg
Concertos played on period instruments, 7:30pm,
Saint Leon’s church, 4311 de Maisonneuve W.
$25-$105.
Nov. 23 – Berlin’s Akamus presents its well-tempered rendition of his four Suites for Orchestra,
7:30pm, Saint Leon’s church, $25-$105.
Nov. 26 – Harpsichord master Jean Rondeau,
winner of the Bruges Intergenerational Competition of 2012 will play the full Goldberg Variations, 7:30pm, Bourgie Hall, $22-$42.
Nov. 27 – The piano duo of Israeli Yaara Tal
and German Andreas Groethuysen, who have

worked together for 35 years, play works by J.S.
Bach, Schumann, Saint-Saëns, and excerpts from
Reinhard Febel’s Studies on Bach’s the Art of the
Fugue, 7:30pm, Bourgie Hall. $25-$105.
Nov. 29 – Bach’s B Minor Mass, considered
one of the greatest compositions in music, will
bring together our masters of the idiom: The
Arion Baroque Orchestra and Studio de Musique
Ancienne de Montréal, conducted by Andrea
Marcon, with five soloists, 7:30pm, Saint Jean
Baptiste Church, 4237 Henri Julien, $26-$64.
Nov. 30 – Austrian virtuoso Aaron Pilsan plays
the first book of Bach’s Well Tempered Clavier,
7:30pm, Chapelle historique du bon Pasteur, 100
Sherbrooke E. $30-$90.
Dec. 3 – Conductor Kent Nagano and the
Montreal Symphony Orchestra play Bach’s
Christmas Oratorio, with the MSO choir 8pm,
Maison Symphonique, $53-$241.
Dec. 5 – The Bach Festival Orchestra directed by
Reinhard Goebel of Leipzig performs works by the
Bach family with soloist Bruno Delepelaire, principal cellist of the Berlin Philharmonic 7:30pm,
Saint Viateur Church, 1175 Laurier, $25-90.
Dec. 7 – The closing concert, the 20-member Knights Chamber Orchestra of New York
– Brooklyn, to be precise – break through the
mold by offering music that transcends, classical
to avant garde, Bach to Stravinsky, Paul Simon,
and Judd Greenstein, 7:30pm, Saint Pierre Apôtre
Church, 1201 Visitation. $25-$90.
info@festivalbachmontreal.com or 514-989-9668

Gay and Grey Montreal offers camaraderie for English
speaking LGBTQ seniors through social and informational
activities. Our activities are based on members’ interests
and often include dinners, movies, games and discussions.
For more information contact us through our Facebook page,
or email at Gayandgreymontreal@gmail.com

Social, Recreational & Intercultural Activities

Tyndale St-Georges Community Activities
Adult Development Department

Tuesdays: 9:30am - 12pm

753 des Seigneurs St., Montreal

Hi. I’m David.
Let’s have a conversation about

(jobs, families, security, immigration,
your favourite ice cream ﬂavour...)

Mont-Royal / Mount Royal

VOTE!

514-535-0198

Authorized by the ofﬁcial agent for David Tordjman.

DAV I DTO R DJ M A N 2 0 1 9 . CA
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Montrealers come out en masse for our planet

Quebec’s International
Family Law Firm
Since 1957
• Estate
• Divorce / Separation
• Custody + Financial Support
• Financial Support
• Elder Rights
• Personal Rights
• International Family Law
Geoffrey
• Immigration
Ngamilu
• Protective Supervision
Avocat-Attorney

Seniors were enthusiastic
participants in the massive
global warming protest on
Friday, September 27.
It brought an estimated
500,000 Montrealers into the
streets. It was non-political in
the sense that the discourse
was not directed at any one
political party. Protesters
called for action to save our
planet — addressed to whichever party wins the upcoming
federal election.

The message, propelled by
the amazing Swedish environmentalist, 16-year-old Greta
Thunberg, hit home, and was
broadcast across Canada and
around the world.
There is no Planet B!
Vigorous action by governments and individuals must
be undertaken now to at least
slow down the pace of global
warming and protect our
environment from further
degradation.

OUR FALL SALE
IS HERE!
FROM OCTOBER 9 TO 19,
PIANOS BOLDUC MONTREAL
OFFERS A SPECIAL

Discount of 15%
Daniel
Romano

ON ALL NEW AND PRE-OWNED
PIANOS ON THE FLOOR

Avocat -Attorney

1 Westmount Square, Suite 711, Tower 1, Westmount, QC H3Z 2P9

t: 514-939-1200
www.kalmansamuels.com | info@kalmansamuels.com

For more information, contact us
by email: infomtl@pianosbolduc.com
or phone: 514-788-5767

Notaries:
Uriel Barzilay
Jamie Lands
Sandor Steinberg

ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE CLINICAL TRIAL
We are looking for people:
• Diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease
• Willing to have an MRI of their brain
• Willing to receive brain stimulation with a non-invasive technology,
known as repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS)

MEETING YOUR NOTARIAL NEEDS
Downtown:

1130 Sherbrooke St. W., Suite 210
West Island:

3869 Sources Blvd., Suite 202, D.D.O.

If interested call or email us:
514-934-1934 ext: 34439

Tel: 514-285-1226 Fax: 514-285-1763

rishanthi.sivakumaran@rimuhc.ca
Coordinator: Dr. Rishanthi Sivakumaran
Principal Investigator: Dr. Lisa Koski, PhD, Neuropsychologist

www.isalev.com

Nouvelles heures maintenant en vigueur | New hours now in effect

CENTRES DE PRÉLÈVEMENTS
TEST CENTRES
Sans rendez-vous | No appointment necessary

CLSC de Benny Farm
6484, av. Monkland Ave.
Lundi au vendredi
Monday to Friday
7 h 30 à 9 h 30
7:30 to 9:30 a.m.

CLSC Métro
1801, boul. de Maisonneuve Blvd. O. | W.
Lundi au vendredi Monday to Friday
7 h 30 à 17 h 45
7:30 a.m. to 5:45 p.m.

CLSC de Parc-Extension

Hôpital général juif* | Jewish General Hospital*

3755, ch. de la Côte-Sainte-Catherine Rd.
7085, rue Hutchison St.
Bureau
| Room E-109 (Pav. E, 1er étage | 1st floor)
Lundi au vendredi Monday to Friday
7 h 30 à 15 h 30
7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Lundi au jeudi
Monday to Thursday

CLSC René-Cassin
Quartier Cavendish
5800, boul. Cavendish Blvd.
Entrée rue Mackle Road entrance

6 h 30 à 18 h
Vendredi
6 h 30 à 16 h

6:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Friday
6:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

*Pour les patients qui ont une carte d'hôpital
*For patients with a hospital card

P Stationnement gratuit | Free parking

7 jours sur 7
7 h 30 à 11 h 30
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7 days a week
ciussscentreouest.ca/CentresDePrelevements
7:30 to 11:30 a.m. ciussswestcentral.ca/TestCentres

Psychedelic drug may reduce anxiety and depression for terminal cancer patients
The title of his talk, Psychedelic Research: Implications for Palliative
Care and End-of-Life Existential
Distress, was intriguing, and so we
climbed the hill to McGill’s McIntyre Medical building last month
to listen to Anthony Bossis.
We wondered: can psychedelic
drugs such as psilocybin or LSD be
beneficial as we enter the final phase
of our lives, especially if we face
terminal illness?
Bossis, a clinical psychologist
and Clinical Assistant Professor of
Psychiatry at the NYU School of
Medicine, is in a good position to
answer because he has extensive
experience in palliative care and was
co-lead investigator of a pioneering
study for NYU, completed in 2016.
It was a double blind, placebocontrolled, crossover trial, involving
29 patients with cancer-related
anxiety and depression. They were
screened and randomly selected for a
single-dose of psilocybin, also known
as magic mushrooms, or a placebo.
The study found that those who were
given psilocybin, showed “immediate,
substantial, and sustained improvements in anxiety and depression and
led to decreases in cancer-related
demoralization and hopelessness,
improved spiritual wellbeing, and
increased quality of life.”
And that single dose appeared to
have had a lasting effect: more than
6 1/2 months later, Bossis reported,
researchers found that the psilocybin ingested was associated with
enduring anti-depressive effects

sant effects in patients with cancer- well being – even five years after
participants took that single dose of
related psychological distress.”
Bossis told his audience, mainly psilocybin, as at least one study has
medical and other students, that the shown with a patient in remission
trial and the medical community’s in- – with common anti-depressant
terest “is not about the drug per se, it’s medication usually taken daily.
about the experiences they generate.”
“These medicines you take once
That experience can include “a and the experience has been transprofound sense of transcending time formative,” he said.
He told his audience he was not
and space” which can have a positive
palliative effect on a patient who is advocating legalization of psilocydying and whose body is beginning bin, only continuing research into
its therapeutic use in a controlled
to fail and will soon not function.
Bossis cited similar research in 2016 and supervised context. In the U.S.
at Johns Hopkins University School and Canada, possessing, selling or
of Medicine that found that a dose of transporting psilocybin mushrooms
psilocybin can significantly reduce without a prescription or license is
anxiety, depression and other forms an indictable offence.
As far as risks go in using the subof emotional distress in patients. Four
in five of the 51 patients in that study, stance, Bossis, in an interview with
all of whom had been diagnosed with the McGill Faculty of Medicine,
life-threatening cancers, continued noted that in his research experito show decreased feelings of depres- ence, “When the individual is caresion and anxiety about the prospect fully screened and the experience is
of dying six months after the final embedded within an interpersonally
treatment. About 67 percent said the supportive psychotherapeutic period
drug-induced effect was one of their of preparation and integration, there
most meaningful life experiences.
have been no serious adverse effects.”
When psilocybin is taken recreBased
on
these
and
other
studies,
Psilocybin study promising: Anthony Bossis
because 60-80 per cent of partici- Bossis contrasted the apparently ationally without proper screening,
pants continued to display clinically lasting and positive effects on de- “the risk of panic, anxiety, and other
significant reductions in depression pression and anxiety and sense of adverse effects is heightened.”
or anxiety.
They also displayed “sustained
benefits in existential distress and
quality of life” and improved attitudes toward death.
The study concluded that, in conjunction with psychotherapy, “single
moderate-dose psilocybin produced
Support Robert Green’s campaign
rapid, robust and enduring anxiolytic
(anxiety inhibiting) and anti-depresto make NDG-Westmount GREEN!

RBC Dominion Securities Inc.

Concerned about the markets?
Perhaps it’s time for a second opinion
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A GREEN Plan
for Young and Old

A PLAN FOR SENIORS
• Double CPP income replacement rate.
• Eliminate poverty with a guaranteed livable income.
• Reorient Canada’s Health mandate to include
treatment for dementia and other mental illnesses.
• Massive investments in coop and social housing.

AND THEIR GRANDCHILDREN

If you are unsure if you’re on track with your
financial goals, contact us for a complimentary
second opinion. Gabriel can help confirm if your
investment mix is suited to your needs, identify
what other wealth strategies you might benefit
from and ensure your costs are appropriate.
Gabriel Flores, MBA
Investment Advisor
gabriel.flores@rbc.com
514-878-5056
www.gabrielflores.ca
RBC Dominion Securities Inc.* and Royal Bank of Canada are separate corporate entities which are affiliated. *MemberCanadian Investor Protection Fund. RBC Dominion Securities Inc. is a member company of RBC Wealth Management, a
business segment of Royal Bank of Canada. ® / ™ Trademark(s) of Royal Bank of Canada. Used under licence. ©2019 RBC
Dominion Securities Inc. All rights reserved. 19_90327_C4J_001

• The only party with a credible plan to address our
climate emergency with science-based policies that
respect the emissions reductions schedule laid out by
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.
• Investments in renewable energy and green
technologies that will create jobs without jeopardizing
the future for younger generations.
• Fiscally responsible plan that will not burden future
generations with government debt.

BECAUSE THERE IS NO PLANET B!
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VOTEZ PAR ANTICIPATION

11, 12, 13, 14 octobre entre 9h00 et 21h00

VOTE DURING THE ADVANCED POLLS
October 11th to 14th between 9:00 am and 9:00 pm

FAYCAL

JUSTIN

MARC

GARNEAU

ANTHONY

EL-KHOURY

TRUDEAU
PAPINEAU

NOTRE-DAME-DE-GRÂCE–WESTMOUNT

MOUNT ROYAL / MONT-ROYAL

ANNIE

EMMANUELLA

MARC

FRANCIS

LAVAL–LES-ÎLES

KOUTRAKIS
VIMY

LAMBROPOULOS
SAINT-LAURENT

MILLER

VILLE-MARIE–LE SUD-OUEST
ÎLE-DES-SOEURS

HOUSEFATHER

SCARPALEGGIA
LAC-SAINT-LOUIS

Votez le jour des élections : le 21 octobre entre 9h30 et 21h30
Vote on Election Day: October 21st between 9:30 am and 9:30 pm
Autorisé par l’agent oﬃciel de / Authorized by the oﬃcial agent of: Justin Trudeau, Faycal El-Khoury, Marc Garneau,
Anthony Housefather, Annie Koutrakis, Emmanuella Lambropoulos, Marc Miller, Francis Scarpaleggia
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What happens to the family home during a divorce?
One of the most important questions that
comes up in a divorce is “what happens to the
family home?” What was once called “home
sweet home” could become the subject of a
major battle.
In the midst of the normal emotional turmoil
and worries, it is important to be aware that the
family home is part of what is designated under
Quebec law as the family patrimony.
This concept was introduced in the Quebec
legal system in 1989 and changed the way that we
perceive the home belonging to married couples.
The family patrimony is created by marriage or
by civil unions and applies to spouses domiciled
in the province of Quebec regardless of where
they got married. The intention behind the family
patrimony law was to promote economic equality
between spouses by ensuring that certain assets
used by the spouses during their family life are
divided fairly upon their divorce.
These assets include, among other things, the
family car, RRSPs, the family residence and the
furniture within. The provisions of the family
patrimony law are of public order, which means
that a couple cannot renounce them, even through
a marriage contract or prenuptial agreement.
There may be some exceptions in cases of a
very short marriage or when one of the spouses
has dissipated the family assets. In those cases,
the court can order an unequal partition of the
family residence. The value of the family home
is established according to specific rules set out

Legally
Speaking
Geoffrey Ngamilu
LL.B., DESS, LL.M.
in the Civil Code of Quebec. It does not matter
whose name the house is under. If it was the
family home, then it forms part of the family
patrimony. The Code provides a formula to
calculate the value of the family patrimony,
including the family home.
This formula factors whether the home was
already owned by one of the parties before the
marriage, the progress of the mortgage and
equity over the course of the marriage, improvements on the home, investments made from
gifts or inheritance monies by one party or the
other, and other factors. These calculations can be
complicated and are often included in the Bar
Exam for prospective lawyers!
Once this calculation is made, each party can
decide if they would like to sell their portion of
the house, or purchase their soon to be ex-spouse’s
portion. Sometimes during the divorce proceeding itself tensions are high and it would be best
if the couple lived apart. In such a case, one can
agree to leave the home.
If neither party is willing to depart, then the
Court will make an interim decision as to who

THE SENIOR TIMES

leaves the home and who remains until the
proceedings are resolved.
When one spouse occupies the family home to
the exclusion of the other spouse, both spouses
remain legally responsible for joint debts such
as joint mortgage, line of credit or other secured
financing. Other expenses related to the house
are also the responsibility of the joint owners
and must be assumed together. However, a court
could exceptionally order a different division of
financial responsibilities if one of the spouses is
financially more vulnerable or if the spouses have
already agreed otherwise.
It is important to keep in mind that the division
or the disposal of the former home will depend on
the particular circumstances of each case. There
is no easy solution and every decision should be
carefully weighed.
Geoffrey Ngamilu is an attorney with KALMAN
SAMUELS, a family law firm. We invite you to
follow us in the next issue when we address the
challenge of Undue Hardship.
***
Dear Reader,
These articles are published to provide you with
general information about interesting legal topics
and not as a legal opinion. Please do not hold the
author, KALMAN SAMUELS, Attorneys, or The
Senior Times liable for any consequences arising
from any attempts to rely on this material. If
you need a legal opinion for a specific matter, we
recommend that you consult a qualified attorney.
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• SHINGLES
• ASPHALT & GRAVEL
• SLATE
• MEMBRANE
• SKYLIGHTS
• VENTILATION
• SHEET METAL WORK

We’ve Got You
Covered

SENIORS
DISCOUNT!

FREE ESTIMATE
BRICK WALL and CHIMNEY REPAIRS & REBUILDS
PROFESSIONAL ROOF INSPECTIONS

Guaranteed Work
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SEEKING PARTICIPANTS FOR A STUDY ON
MEMORY AND NON-INVASIVE BRAIN STIMULATION

Are you concerned about your memory?
Are you 60–75?
Dr. Rajah and colleagues are recruiting participants for an intervention
involving non-invasive brain stimulation. Volunteers will receive brain
scans with magnetic resonance imagery (MRI) and electroencephalography
(EEG), and perform memory tests (~1.5-2h). Volunteers will also be invited
to participate in 10 sessions of a program involving non-invasive brain
stimulation (~45min).
Eligibility Criteria
• Age 60-75
• Self-assessed memory decline
• Fluent in English or French
• No history of neurological disease (e.g., multiple
sclerosis, Parkinson’s, stroke with paralysis
• No history of mental illness or diabetes

Participation in this study will involve 10-13 visits
to the Douglas Institute, over 3-4 weeks.
Financial compensation will be provided for time.
Principal Investigator: Dr. M. Natasha Rajah
Research Coordination: Dr. Sheida Rabipour

For more information or if you are interested, please call
514-761-6131 ext. 4757 or email: rajahlab@gmail.com
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Can Artificial Intelligence help you become a better investor?
For the past several years, artificial intelligence
– or AI – has increasingly found a place in many
walks of life.
Almost certainly, you use some form of AI,
whether it’s your time on social media, your use of
mobile banking, the navigation system you rely on
for directions, or any of the many other AI-driven
applications relevant to your daily life. But AI has
also become a significant part of the financial services industry. So, you might wonder if AI can help
you become a better investor.
To begin with, what is AI? Essentially, it’s the ability of a computer program or machine to think or
learn. Using complex algorithms (a set of rules, or
steps), computers and machines can mimic many of
the thought processes of human beings.
But how can you use AI to invest?
And should you?
In the financial services world, many companies use AI to select investments for specific
funds. On an individual level, you can work with
an AI-powered “robo-advisor” to build an investment portfolio. These robo-advisors are typically
quite affordable, and they generally follow proven

Financial Fitness
Deborah Leahy
investment principles, such as diversification, in
making recommendations. Yet, you are more than
just the sum of your answers to a robo-advisor’s
online questionnaire. Investing is a highly personal matter, which means that, in the following
areas, you may well benefit from some human
intelligence – and empathy:
Understanding of your risk tolerance — A roboadvisor will ask you to identify your tolerance for
risk – low, medium, high – and will plug in your
answers when constructing a portfolio. But only a
human financial advisor, someone who truly knows
you, your personality, your family situation and
hopes for the future – can know how your sensitivity to risk might cause you to react to events such
as sudden market declines. Armed with this knowledge, a financial advisor can talk through your options to keep you on the road toward your goals.

Answers to qualitative questions — A roboadvisor can provide you with many key data points
— rates of return, projections of future accumulations, etc. But so can a personal financial advisor,
who can also go beyond the numbers to help you
answer qualitative, subjective questions such as
“What’s the best way to guard my financial independence if I ever need some type of long-term care,
such as an extended stay in a nursing home?”
Guidance for the “Big Picture” - Your investments
are important, but they’re also connected to other
areas of your life, including your taxes and your estate plans. And while a financial advisor might not
provide you with tax or legal advice, he or she may
be able to connect you to other, appropriate professionals, and work with them to help you put together
your “big picture.” That’s not something a typical
robo-advisor is equipped to do.
Artificial intelligence will support many of your
activities in your life. But when it comes to investing, a personal touch will never become obsolete.

Deborah Leahy is an Investment Advisor with Edward Jones, deborah.leahy@edwardjones.com Edward
Jones, Member Canadian Investor Protection Fund

A secular celebration of the Torah and its iconic phrases
At sundown on October 21, observant Jews
will celebrate Simchat Torah, “rejoicing in the
Torah,” as this marks the end of the annual
cycle of reading the Torah and hence the time to
start anew.
During this holiday, the last section of
Deuteronomy and the first section of Genesis
are read in succession after a festival parade of
the Torah scrolls embellished with singing and
dancing. For secular Jews such as myself, or nonJews, who feel left out of this celebration, we can
take solace that as English speakers we’re able to
rejoice in the many words and phrases that the five

Looking for Companionship & Elder Care?

Retired business professional offers
non-medical assisted living services including
conversation, accompaniment to appointments,
social events & errands, shopping,
meal prep, pet care, etc.
Call 514-776-8317
Companionship.ElderCare@outlook.com

‘Around the Table Lunch’
at Beaconsfield United Church,
202 Woodside Rd, Beaconsfield

All seniors are welcome for our free lunch happening
the first and third Tuesday of the month. There will be
a speaker or activity based around seniors.
Lunch starts at 12pm.

Please R.S.V.P. to bucseniorslunch@gmail.com
Loonie Breakfast

 ome join a wonderful group of seniors Thursday
C
mornings! On the first and third Thursday of each
month, a coffee & muffin breakfast will be served at
9am. On the second and the fourth Thursday of the
month, a full hot breakfast will be served at 9am.

For more info contact the church office at

514-695-0600

The Word Nerd
Howard Richler
books of the Torah (Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus,
Numbers, and Deuteronomy) have contributed to
the English vernacular.
Mostly, these words and expressions found their
way into English through translations of the Torah,
such as the King James Bible (KJB).
Take the word jubilee. While a jubilee might be
an occasion for an English queen to be jubilant, as
in the 2012 “Queen’s Diamond Jubilee,” celebrating
the 60th anniversary of Elizabeth II ascension, the
word bears no etymological ode to joy. The first
definition of this word in the OED is “A year of
emancipation and restoration, which according to
Leviticus 25 was to be kept every 50 years, and …
proclaimed by the blast of trumpets.. ; during it
the fields were … left uncultivated, Hebrew slaves
were …set free, and lands and houses in the open
country.. that had been sold were to revert to their
former owners or their heirs.”
This august year takes its name from the
Hebrew word yobhel, “ram’s horn,” which was
used to proclaim the advent of this event. The
word “jubilee” is first used in John Wycliffe’s 1382
translation of the Bible: “Thow shalt halowe the
fyftith yeer… he is forsothe the iubilee.” Chaucer
was the first person to use the word without its
religious context and by the late 16th century its
secular sense became the dominant meaning.
Scapegoat is another word first found in Leviticus
and once again its progenitor is Wycliffe who
renders Leviticus 16 as “And Aaron cast lottes ouer
the.. ootes: one lotte for the Lorde, and another for
a scapegoote.” Most people think of a scapegoat as
an innocent person or group that bears the blame
for others and suffers a punishment in their stead.
However, in the biblical ritual of the Day of
Atonement a scapegoat referred to one of two goats
that was sent alive into the wilderness. The sins of
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the people had been symbolically laid upon this
“escaped” goat, while the other goat was sacrificed
to God. So, I suppose, in the original sense, being
a scapegoat was better for your well-being than
the alternative.
As well, our vocabulary has been enriched by
several colourful expressions found in the five
Books of Moses. These include brother’s keeper,
(Genesis 4:9), land of milk and honey (Exodus
3:8), an eye for an eye (Exodus 21:23-27), and fat
of the land (Genesis 45:18)
Several words and phrases are thought to have a
biblical provenance that, in fact, do not. Such is the
case of helpmate. We read in Genesis 2:18, in the
KJB, “God, having created man, observed, ‘It is not
good that the man should be alone, I will make him
a help meet for him’” i.e, “suitable help.” Hearing
“help meet” pronounced, by the end of the 17th
century churchgoers rendered the term as helpmeet and by the 18th century this hyphenated term
transmogrified into “helpmate.” Another Genesis
term whose meaning has been misconstrued is
“mark of Cain.” We think of this phrase to signify
a murderer just as the letter A denoted an adulterer
in Hawthorne’s The Scarlet Letter. However, when
God puts a “mark upon Cain” it is placed so that
Cain will be labelled so that others would know not
to punish him further.
One of the best-known supposedly biblical
expressions is forbidden fruit, but in Genesis 2
and Genesis 3 Adam and Eve are only instructed
not to partake of the fruit of “the tree of knowledge
of good and evil.”
According to the OED, forbidden fruit is first
used in Edward Stillingfleet’s 1662 Origines Sacræ:
“He required from him the observance..of not
eating..the forbidden fruit.” Also, surprisingly, not
found in Scripture is the expression “promised
land” as this phrase was first used in Thomas
Norton’s translation of Calvin’s Institutio
Christianae Religionis written in 1561.
N.B. This article is aimed for all readers; those
who walk with God (Deuteronomy 10:12) and
those who worship the Golden Calf (Exodus 32:4)
hrichler@gmail.com

Editorial

Vote to protect our country and planet
That massive climate strike in Montreal on
September 27 was our Woodstock: We were half
a million strong, young and old, students and
teachers, and members of Indigenous communities, who had gathered in a massive collective
statement, not about 1960s peace and love, but
a collective recognition that global warming
poses a clear and present threat to our planet,
and that massive action is required.
Liberal leader Justin Trudeau, his wife Sophie
Grégoire, and two of their three children, were
among the marchers. He was not above criticism,
from 16-year-old Greta Thunberg, who said he
was not doing enough. Some shouted at him.
Environmentalists do not like his government’s
$4.6 billion purchase of the Trans Mountain
Pipeline and commitment to expand it to carry
tar-sand bitumen to the B.C. coast for trans-shipment to Asian markets.
Politics is the art of the possible, and though we
oppose the move, we understand that Trudeau
is navigating a delicate path between the need to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, with such
important and effective initiatives as the carbon
tax, and keep the economy in oil-rich Alberta
humming as we transition away from fossil-fuel
dependence. But the harsh truth is there for all to
see: Burning fossil fuels are a principal source of
carbon emissions worldwide, which in May were
recorded at 415 parts per million, compared to
300 ppm recorded in 1910.
The Liberals’ introduction of the carbon tax,
which Andrew Scheer has promised to scrap, has
been a good start. Scheer claims that carbon pricing has “proven to fail” in spite of evidence that
it has been effective in the northeastern U.S, the
U.K., Sweden, and even B.C., where carbon emissions on a per capita basis have decreased since
the carbon tax was introduced. Scheer’s focus is
on “green technology, not taxes” and he proposed
a tax credit to companies using Canadian patented green technology, a $250 million privatelymanaged green technology fund that would
require the private sector to contribute $4 for
every $1 from government. They want to repeal
the law that created a new authority for assessing the environmental impact of energy projects
and set new emissions standards for major polluters. But the devil is the details, and there are
no details. Facilities that emit greenhouse gases
will have to invest a certain amount to offset these
emissions, above a certain cap, but there is no
information on the investment amount or the cap.
And what was Andrew Scheer doing when
Trudeau and Elizabeth May were marching in
Montreal, and NDP leader Jagmeet Singh was
with climate protesters in Victoria? Scheer announced plans for infrastructure upgrade in
urban areas, targeting urban automobile commuters, including a promise to prioritize the
expansion of a B.C. tunnel from four lanes to
eight. He claimed that this latter expansion would
save commuters time and reduce carbon emissions, even though it will create what experts call
“induced demand” – expanding road capacity
increases traffic by encouraging drivers to use it.

But what worries us is how Scheer, who is the oil
and gas industries’ best friend in this campaign,
will pay for the promises he ends up making in
his bid to win power.
When Conservative Doug Ford pulled Ontario
out of the cap and trade market, according to a
report in the National Observer, his government
cancelled 227 emissions-reducing projects in the
province. The cap and trade agreement result in a
$2.09 billion fund being accumulated in Ontario,
and those most affected by its cancellations were
students, low-income Ontarians, municipalities and commuters. Will Scheer’s election and
cancellation of the carbon tax produce a similar
result nationally? We would rather not take that
chance to find out.
The Liberals say they want to plant two billion
trees over ten years as part of a plan to get Canada
to net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050,
with legally binding five-year milestones. That
project is tied to the announced goal to conserve
and protect 25 per cent of Canada’s land and 25
per cent of Canada’s oceans by 2025, working
toward 30 per cent in each area by 2030. It plans
to ban “harmful” single use plastics by 2021 and
transition to clean electricity to power federal
buildings by 2022.
Governments can only do so much to slow
down the rate of climate change. Each of us can
and must do more to reduce consumption, reuse
instead of replacing, and recycle. We can take
fewer long-distance air flights, eat less meat, use
public transit, switch to electric cars. When we
load up with plastic stuff from dollar stores, and
toss it out, we are only encouraging the use of
fossil fuels in China to produce more stuff, most
of which ends up in landfill.
All of us, and our major institutions, such as
airlines, hospitals, and schools, must seek out
alternatives to plastic! Certainly, the NDP and
Green Party have strong programs to protect and
enhance the environment.
But given our first-past-the-post electoral
system, and since according to all surveys, the
Liberal and Conservative parties are the only
ones with enough popular support in enough
ridings to be in a position to form a government,
we urge readers to follow up on their concern for
the planet by rejecting the alternative and vote for
Justin Trudeau’s Liberals.

Home & office security systems
Medeco-Abloy
Mailboxes, Master key systems, Security grills
Residential, commercial.
Sales, installation, service

mcwhinnielocksmith.ca

6010 Sherbrooke St. W. (bet. Hampton & Belgrave)
Cell: 514 952-8891 • Tel. & Fax: 514 481-8891

ELDER AIDE
ASSOCIATES

A network of professionals
providing services in social work,
senior relocation, real estate,
accounting, financial planning
and legal matters at
reasonable rates.
Group information sessions

438-390-3705

Dr. Michael Wiseman
DENTAL SURGEON

“Gentle dental care
provided with kindness
and understanding.”
Implants, dentures, general practice
Ground level, wheelchair accessible, with FREE parking!

Restorative Dentistry • Certificate in Geriatric Dentistry
(McGill University) • Fellow, American Society of
Geriatric Dentistry • Diplomate of Special Care Dentistry
• Member Royal College of Surgeons (Edinburgh)
• Associate Professor, McGill Faculty of Dentistry

514-481-2630
5555 Westminster #102 Côte St. Luc

Six
homes
beautifully
decorated,
activities, m
shopping and usic,
Vi si t th e w e more!
b si te !

VA N K L E E K H I L L

Christmas
HOME TOUR
S AT U R D AY

NOVEMBER 9
9am TO 5pm

Advance
Tickets Only!

$22

PER PERSON

BUY TICKETS ONLINE AT:

vankleekhill.ca/hometour/
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W h a t’ s h appening in O CTO b e r

Women’s Canadian Club of Mtl
presents Chez Cora founder Oct. 15
Cora Tsouflidou on Chez Cora: a
Quebec success story on Tues. at
12:30pm at Victoria Hall in Westmount, 4626 Sherbrooke St W. #24
bus. Members free; guests $10 (men
& women). Light lunch served from
11:15 to 12:20 for $8; tea/coffee and
cookies (by donation) 514-932-4005
West End Horticultural Oct. 16
7:30pm: Meeting at The Monkland
Community Center, 4410 Westhill
Ave. in NDG with Horticulturalist
Laura Roch on how to prepare your
garden for its winter sleep. Members
free, guests $5. Info: 514-489-0484
Conference on Alzheimer’s at
Château Westmount Oct. 17
6pm at 4850 de Maisonneuve W.
Westmount, 6 th floor, common
questions about Alzheimer’s and
related forms of dementia as well as
strategies for responding to changes
in communication and behaviour.
In English with questions and answers in English and French.

Blood Drive & Open House at
West-End Cavendish Club Oct. 22
Thursday by appointment. Contact
Hema-Quebec at 1-800-343-7264 or
jeveuxdonner@hema-quebec.qc.ca.
Parking, Enjoy activities all day for
free at 6585 Mackle, Côte-Saint-Luc.
Steven Truscott case presented at
John Abbot theatre Oct. 22-26
John Abbott College Department
of Theatre & Music will present
a Theatre Workshop Production,
Innocence Lost by Beverley Cooper
at 8pm with a matinee Oct. 26 at
2pm. A 12-year-old girl is murdered.
Steven Truscott, 14, is sentenced to

Sept. 8 to Nov. 1

2019
GRAND
ORGAN
FESTIVAL

“A World of Discoveries”

Oct. 18 at 8 PM
Els Biesemans (Belgium)
Église de l’Immaculée-Conception
$25 (advance purchase) / $20
(students and seniors)
Rarely performed works by Bach,
Tunder, Lübeck, and more!

ciocm.org

hang. This heartbreaking piece of
Canadian history reminds us of the
cost of human error, of a flawed judicial system, and of the importance
of “innocent until proven guilty.”
Tickets: $15. Student/Senior: $10
The Theatre Building is at 21, 275
Lakeshore Rd, Sainte-Anne-deBellevue. Tickets may be purchased
at the door. No reserved seats. Box
Office: 514-457-2447 or theatre@
johnabbott.qc.ca

Literary journey into Celtic culture
Oct. 26/Nov. 30
Saturdays, 1–4pm at the NDG
Royal Canadian Legion, 5455 de
Maisonneuve W. Siamsa welcomes
Elizabeth Johnston for a workshop
on Irish literature, exploring the
works of Irish authors and poets.

ily Woodshop. Children’s furniture, tea boxes, toys, stools, wooden
items, jewellery, miniature paintings, greeting cards. Mon. noon–
6:30pm, Tues. 9:30am–5pm and
Wed. 9:30am–1pm. 5700 Westbury.
The AI Revolution Oct. 10 – Nov. 14
The emergence of Artificial Intelligence raises fundamental, intriguing and troubling questions. 1-3pm.
Six sessions: $100 at 5700 Westbury.
Info: 514-343-3510.

Ladies Morning Musical Club
concert Oct. 27
3:30pm at Pollack Hall, 555 Sherbrooke W with Victor Julien LaFerLakeshore Women’s Club goes
riere, cello and Jonas Vitaud, piano
Train Your Brain courses
Italian Oct. 23
performing Beethoven, Poulenc,
A Body and Brain workshop, comWed. at 6:30pm, Montreal Lake- Janacek, and Rachmaninov. $50.
bining physical movement with a
shore University Women’s Club 514-932-6796.
mental focus or hand-eye coordina(MLUWC) will host a scholarship Allegra Chamber concert Oct. 31
tion task, is on Nov. 26, 2–3:30pm at
dinner fundraiser “MLUWC goes 8pm: Darkness and Light at Tanna
5700 Westbury. $10. Meditation for
Italian” at the Karnak Shrine Cen- Schulich Hall, McGill U, 527 SherBrain Health is on Tuesdays till Dec.
ter at 3350 Sources Blvd. DDO. $65 brooke W performing Shostakovich
17, 11am–12:30pm. Brain Work(taxes & tip included). mluwc.com or and Wagner. Donations at the door.
out is on Wednesdays till Oct. 23,
514-637-9598
514-935-3933. allegra1@videotron. 2–3:30pm. Members can access an
Art exhibit/auction at
ca, allegrachambermusic.com
online self-study interactive course
Saint-Columba House Oct 24
Ladies Aid of St. Ansgar’s Lutheran entitled Pillars of a Healthy Brain.
6–8pm: To benefit the Saint Columba Church Bazaar Nov. 2
Online course $60.
House Hand-In-Hand program for Annual Christmas Bazaar/Sale Sat- Info: 514-734-1782.
intellectually-challenged adults, fea- urday 10am–3pm at Beck Hall,
Cummings Succoth Oct. 16
turing Montreal artists and paint- St. Ansgar’s Lutheran Church,
Noon – 2pm: Lunch and musical enings by members of Maison Saint 4020 Grand Blvd. NDG. Cheese,
tertainment. $26 member, $39 guest.
Columba House’s Hand-In-Hand paté, herring, canned goods plus a
5700 Westbury. Info: 514-343-3510.
Program. In total, 45 pieces of art home-bake table, including Danish
on sale from $50 to $150. Five works Wienerbrød. Handicrafts on sale. Mixed Media Workshop
by prominent Montreal artists will Restaurant will serve Danish Open Oct. 16 – Nov. 6
be auctioned at 2365 Grand Trunk. Face Sandwiches, layer cakes and Collages with Kids’ Artwork. Select and transform your collection
$20 in advance or $25 at the door. apple cakes all day.
of child/grandchild artwork into a
Advanced tickets: 514-932-6202 or Info: 514-486-5404
frame-worthy display. Wednesdays,
info@saintcolumbahouse.org
Tom Thompson’s work presented 9am–noon. 4 sessions: $85. 5700
Royal Canadian Legion Branch 212 at Creative Social Center Nov. 4
Westbury. To register: 514-343-3510.
Lasalle Oct. 26
Tues. 1–3pm: A visual presenta6pm: Halloween Spaghetti Dinner tion of Tom Thompson, Canadian
Theresa Foundation’s 10th Annual
with Mason Dixon Band at 8pm. landscape painter, forerunner of the
Benefit Concert Friday, Nov. 1
Best Costume Prize. $15.
Group of Seven with Joan Felvinci, In support of the grandmothers of
7771 Bouvier. 514-772-2646
artist, art historian and writer. $10. Mnjale village in Malawi, and its
To reserve: 514-488-0907.
surrounding communities, in their
Ongoing class: Essentrics on Tues- struggle to raise children orphaned
day and Thursday, 10–11am. $7 per
More than 30 events on
by AIDS. This year’s line-up features
class. This is the stretch program
Theresa Foundation benefit favouMontréal's finest organs
developed by Miranda Esmonde
White. It may help arthritis and rites: The Stephen Barry Band, Linda
other aches. Creative Social Center Morrison and Friends, The Good
Oct. 19 at 4 PM
is at 5237 Clanranald. Buses 166, 63, Buddies, The Burton Street Singers,
Beckerath Anniversary
Peter Kalichman, Daniel Kalichman
129, 51. Snowdon metro.
Concert
& Richard Weiss, Senior Staff, InAuxiliary of St. Mary’s Hospital
Mountainside United Church
spire Ladies by Ricardo Bureos and
Fall Fair Nov. 7
$15 (general admission)
Also known as the Jingle Bell Fair more. Westmount Park Church,
Celebrate 60 years of the historic
on Thursday from 9:30am–3:30pm 4695 de Maisonneuve Blvd. W,
Beckerath organ.
in the hospital auditorium (B-309) Westmount, (corner Lansdowne).
John Grew, Réal Gauthier,
Doors open at 7pm. The show
basement floor, 3830 Lacombe Ave.
Margaret de Castro, Rafael de Castro
Jewellery, Country Kitchen, Odds starts at 7:30pm. Tickets: $30 in& Ends, Handicrafts, Chance Table. cludes a glass of bubbly in celebraOct. 19 at 7 PM
Lunch at 11:30am. The Auxiliary tion of the 10th anniversary! There
Duo Majoya
raises funds to enhance patient care will be a cash bar serving wine, beer
and to purchase of specialized medi- and goodies, a raffle and silent aucTrès-Saint-Nom-de-Jésus
cal equipment. Info: 514-345-3511, tion. Every penny goes to funding
$25 (advance purchase)/ $20
# 3247. Wheelchair accessible.
(students and seniors)
girls’ education, farming programs,
Alberta-based organist duo presents
Cummings Centre Events and more. Info and to donate: thea fun-filled evening of Canadian works
resafoundation.com or facebook.
Annual Craft Show Nov. 4, 5, & 6
for two organists.
com/thetheresafoundation or canaHandmade
gifts
for
the
family
by
Marnie Giesbrecht and Joachim Segger
artisans from the Maurice Pollack dahelps.org/en/charities/foundationCraft Centre and the Mendels fam- therese-bourque-lambert
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That’s
Entertainment!

TURNS!
SMASH HIT RE

The Hilarious Celebration of Women and The Change!®

128th Season – 2019-2020
Pollack Hall 555 Sherbrooke Street West

Sundays at 3:30 p.m.

Canadian
All - Star
Cast!

CHRISTIAN BLACKSHAW, piano
QUATUOR HERMÈS, strings
VICTOR JULIEN-LAFERRIÈRE, cello
AMERICAN STRING QUARTET
Cynthia Phelps, viola
Dec. 8 HYEYOON PARK, violin
BENJAMIN GROSVENOR, piano
Feb. 2 MONTROSE TRIO, piano trio
Feb. 23 ELIAS STRING QUARTET
Mar. 15 PAVEL HAAS QUARTET, strings
Boris Giltburg, piano
Apr. 5
PAVEL KOLESNIKOV, piano
Apr. 26 JAMES EHNES, violin
Sept. 15
Oct. 6
Oct. 27
Nov. 17

2

Shows
Only!

Laugh Out Loud Comedy - Set To The Hits of the 60’s 70’s & 80’s!
Voted Best Show Vegas 2016
See It 1st Time or Come Love It Again!

Thurs. & Friday - Nov. 21 & 22nd

Tickets Call: 514-288-3161 or visit www.centaurtheatre.com

Special Discounts Groups 8+
1-866-447-7849 • www.thegrouptixcompany.com

Subscription: $ 300 / Students (26 yrs): $ 80
Ticket: $ 50 / $ 20
Non-refundable - Tax included
James Ehnes

Tel.: 514-932-6796 / www.lmmc.ca

Photo: Benjamin Ealovega

By Special License from

Winners of over
40 Tony Awards®

NOV 14-23 2019
présente /
presents

November 22 to
December 7, 2019

Presented by

Prelude from September 28

L
A
C
I
S
U
NOW
M
M

T H E

WIT

De/By Dan

Goggin

IC H

s
A
MICV E C
ROS
!

Mise en scène & chorégraphié par/
Director & Choreographer

Corey Castle

Directrice musicale/Musical Director

Corina Vincelli

"Nunsense - The Musical" est présenté avec une entente spéciale de /
"Nunsense - The Musical” is presented by special arrangement with SAMUEL FRENCH, INC

Gala de première le 14 novembre, 19 H 30 /
Opening Night Gala November 14, 7:30pm
Nov 14 & 21: 7:30pm, Nov 15, 16, 22, 23: 8pm, Nov 17, 23: 2pm
Les représentations ont lieu à /
Performances are held at:

Lakeside Academy
5050 Rue Sherbrooke,
Lachine, QC H8T 1H8

Billets / Tickets $20-26

La billetterie ouvrira /
Box Office opens: NOV 4

514.631.8718
lakeshoreplayersdorval.com
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What ’s h a p p eni ng A T A T W A T ER LI B RA RY
Thurs, Oct 10 — 12:30 to 1:30pm
The Comedic Fiction of Colleen
Curran: The playwright and author
presents three novels that make up
her Lenore trilogy and introduces
her new novel Out for Stars with
songs about the heavens from The
Salinas Sisters ukulele players.
Tues., Oct 15 — 1 - 3
For the Atwater Library Alzheimer

Café, Howard P. Riback, caregiver
and therapist, gives a presentation
on addiction and caregiving: Understanding Addiction and Finding
Help. With refreshments and discussion. Co-hosted by the Alzheimer
Society of Montreal.
Thurs, Oct 17 — 12:30 - 1:30
Oscar-winning filmmaker Beverly
Shaffer screens her documenary

short Mr. Mergler’s Gift, about
the final chapter in the life of an
exceptional Montreal piano teacher.
With Q&A. Co-sponsored by PROJECTION: A week of dialogue.
Thurs, Oct 24 — 12:30 - 1:30
Christopher Lyons, McGill University’s Head Librarian, Rare Books and
Special Collections speaks on A Trip
Through Time: 4,000 years of Acces-

sible History at the McGill Library.
Thurs, Oct 31 — 12:30 - 1:30
Joe Schwarcz, PhD, Director of the
McGill University Office for Science
and Society, presents Houdini for
Hallowe’en.

All events are free. Donations are welcome. Atwater Library, 1200 Atwater
Ave. at Ste-Catherine (métro Atwater).
514-935-7344. atwaterlibrary.ca

W hat ’s hap p eni ng A T T H E J EW I S H P UB LI C LI B RA RY
Book & Booze Book Launch Oct. 17
7pm: Amy Fish, author of I Wanted
Fries with That, talks about the art
of kvetching, how to stand up for
yourself and complain effectively.
Book sale and signing.
Jewish Book Month Opening: Songs
of Israel, Past and Present Oct. 26
8pm: Concert features the most
beloved Israeli songs of all time with
Cantor Adam Stotland accompanied
by Jason Rosenblatt and his group
Shtreiml. Wine & bourekas served.
Anita Norich: A Jewish Refugee
in New York: Translating Kadya
Molodovsky’s Novel Oct. 28
7:30pm: Written in the form of a
diary by a 20-year-old refugee from
Poland, A Jewish Refugee in New
York’s social political and cultural

questions are as relevant as when the
book was first published in 1941.
Roxanne Veletzos: The Girl They
Left Behind Oct. 29
7:30pm: Bucharest, 1941: Amid
a wave of violence against Jews, a
couple vanishes leaving behind a
little girl. Based on her mother’s
true story, Veletzos’ debut novel
entwines the enigma of her past with
research into Romania’s dark WWII
history. Reception with book sale
and signing.
14th Annual Evening of Russian
Culture Nov. 2
8pm: Talented artists, musicians,
vocalists and dancers on stage at this
annual event in Russian and English.
Jewish Genealogical Society
Sunday Morning Family Tree

Workshops Nov. 3
10am: Get one-on-one help with
your family history questions.
514-484-0969
Russian Literary Club Nov. 3
2pm: Join JPL librarian Valentina
Rojinskaia and other Russian book
lovers in discussing your favourite
Russian authors and poets over
coffee. Knigovorot free book
exchange at every meeting.
Jewish Genealogical Society
Lecture / Meeting Nov. 4
7:30pm: Zack Ellis on Eliciting
Stories in Genealogy
Russian for Beginners Course –
Monday 5:30-7pm – starts Nov. 4
Yiddish Reading Circle Leyenkrayz
Nov. 5, 12, 19 and 26
2:30 to 3:45pm: Yiddish reading

circle with Prof. Anna Fishman
Gonshor. Advanced Yiddish reading
and comprehension required.
Afternoon Book Review Series
Nov. 5
1:30pm: Ariela Freedman reviews
Dual Citizens by Alix Ohlin,
a meditation on motherhood,
sisterhood, desire and selfknowledge, and the complex path
towards fulfillment as an artist.
Jewish Book Month Keynote
Address — Daniel Libeskind: Edge
of Order Nov. 6
8pm: Slide show and talk by architect
Daniel Libeskind on his career and
the inspiration that has guided his
acclaimed work. Sweet table with
book sale and signing.

THE COUNCIL FOR BLACK AGING
COMMUNITY OF MONTREAL INC.
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Members:$ 40
Non Members:$ 50
Shuttle Bus From Lasalle
to Hotel: $5 (round trip)
Ticket Purchase @ CBAC Office

7401 NEWMAN SUITE 6
LASALLE, QUEBEC H8N1X3
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514-369-0800
info@alzheimermontreal.ca
www.alzheimermontreal.ca

Wilensky’s Light Lunch commemorated the
late Ruth Wilensky’s 100th birthday with a fundraiser/food drive for Sun Youth October 3.
The Wilenskys
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HOT-DOG

100% BEEF

.99 ¢

FAMILY COMBO

$

FREE BREAKFAST

Buy an omelette, pancakes,
french toast, combos or eggs with
meat and receive a plate of two eggs
with potatoes, toast and coffee
for free.

DORVAL

24.95

8 HOT-DOGS
4 FRENCH FRIES
4 BEVERAGES (21 oz)

Upon presentation of this coupon, one per client. Cannot be combined with another offer. Offer expires Nov 30, 2019

FAMILY COMBO

$

29.95

4 HAMBURGERS
4 FRENCH FRIES
4 BEVERAGES (21 oz)

Upon presentation of this coupon, one per client. Cannot be combined with another offer. Offer expires Nov 30, 2019

FAMILY COMBO

Enjoy a FREE

MEAL of up to $10 value

When a second meal of equal or superior value is purchased.

or SAVE

$10 before taxes

29.95

$

4 PITA GYRO
4 FRENCH FRIES
4 BEVERAGES (21 oz)

Upon presentation of this coupon, one per client. Cannot be combined with another offer. Offer expires Nov 30, 2019

When two meals are purchased of $10 or more each.

MENU À LA CARTE ONLY

T RIO POGO

1 POGO 1 FRIES
1 BEVERAGES (21 oz)

$

4.95

SUBMARINE 11’’

STEAK OR PEPPERON
OR VEGETARIAN

$

6.99

Not valid for take-out.
PLEASE NOTE:
Offer cannot be combined with any other specials or promotions. THE SENIOR TIMES (Publication Newborn Inc.) 5890 Monkland, Suite 202 Montreal QC H4A 1G2

15 Bouchard Blvd., Dorval • 514-631-2233
barbiesrestaurant.com

• Tel: 514-484-5033 • Fax: 514-484

Upon presentation of this coupon, one per client.
Upon presentation of this coupon, one per client.
• be
theseniortimes.com
Cannot be combined withadvertising@theseniortimes.com
another offer. Offer expires Nov 30, 2019
Cannot
combined with another offer. Offer expires Nov 30, 2019

6752 St-Jacques W 514-481-8114

PLEASE NOTE:

THE SENIOR TIMES (Publication Newborn Inc.) 5890 Monkland, Suite 202 Montreal QC H4A 1G2 • Tel: 514-484-5033 • Fax: 514-484

SPECIALTY
Home sausage, Lamb, Veal,
Whole Grain Chicken,
Special Meat Cuts and Fresh Fish

GROCERadvertising@theseniortimes.com • theseniortimes.com

We prepare Hot Meals Every Day, Soups,
Salads, Sandwiches and more, Catering available

Freshly Baked
Breads and Pastry

Phone Orders are Welcome! 514-735-3611
Delivery in Côte-des-Neiges, Westmount, Outremont & TMR
Imported Beer & Wine

5415 Gatineau St. (Corner Lacombe)

Côte-des-Neiges

Fresh Fruits
& Vegetables
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Gay and Grey invite you to join them
Bruce Cameron

deborah.leahy@edwardjones.com

Enhancing the lives of everyone living with Alzheimer’s and other dementias

All Behaviors Have Meaning
2019 AGI EDUCATION CONFERENCE FOR CARE PROVIDERS

Gay and Grey Montreal is a relatively new group for English speaking LGBTQ seniors seeking to
lessen their isolation through activities and information sessions.
The group was formed in July
2018. Its genesis stemmed from an
initiative by two individuals, myself,
a-soon-to-be retired gay director
of a community organization, and
Miranda an outreach worker from
Prevention CDN/ NDG. At the initial meeting, 15 LGBTQ seniors were
present. We now have 63 members
and continue to grow.
We are an inclusive group welcoming gay, lesbian, bisexual, trans, and
two spirited 50+ individuals.
We organize social activities such
as potluck suppers, museum visits,
cinema, 5 à 7s, outings to local markets, and community events and hold
a weekly social gathering on Friday.
We sponsor a community conference

sensitizing health and social workers
to the needs of the senior Englishspeaking LGBTQ community. We
continue to find our place in the community and respond to a variety of
individuals – Those who “come out”
later in life, those who have suffered
a loss and find themselves alone, and
couples or individuals looking to
increase their social sphere.
We respect the individual’s right
to privacy and operate on an inclusive basis where discrimination and
racism are not acceptable.
Our group requires a minimal
membership fee to help offset some
of our promotional costs. Promotion
is the key to helping other LGBTQ
English speaking seniors learn about
the group. We have a small board of
directors and other individuals who
help organize our activities.
You can learn more about us from
our Facebook page, Gay and Grey
Montreal, or by contacting us at
gayandgreymontreal@gmail.com

Emmy nominated doc dissects peace initiative
Conference
in English

REGISTER
NOW!

Charleen Phelps
RN, DPN, PAC certified
Independent Trainer, Coach
and Consultant

Greg Phelps
PAC certified Independent
Trainer, Coach, Engagement
Leader and Consultant

Wednesday, November 6, 2019
9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.—Sign-in at 8:00 a.m.

Hotel Ruby Foo’s, 7655 Decarie Blvd., Montreal
REGISTRATION REQUIRED—LIMITED SEATING

Adults $20—Students $10

Many will recall a time of optimism
in the early 1990s when an eventual
resolution of the conflict between
Israel and the Palestinians seemed
possible. That idea came from what
became known as the Oslo Accords.
The Oslo process began after secret
talks in the Norwegian capital laid the
groundwork for mutual recognition
by the Palestine Liberation Organization of Israel and by Israel of the PLO
as representing the Palestinian people
and as a partner in peace talks.
The assassination by an extreme
right-wing Israeli of Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin in 1995 and
the blood-soaked second Intifada of
the year 2000 are only part of the story
that led to the failure of the process —
and the current stalemate.
In The Oslo Diaries, a 97-minute
documentary co-produced by Montreal’s Ina Fichman, directors Mor

Loushy and Daniel Sivan take what is
described as an unprecedented behind
the scenes look at that peace process.
It includes what turned out to be the
final interview given by the late Israeli
President and Prime Minister Shimon
Peres, who closed the film with his
prophetic words: “The only alternative is a long-going war, but contrary
to what people think, in war there are
no victors, only victims.”
The Emmy nominated doc that
premiered last year dissects the backroom talks and efforts that seemed to
be heading for some kind of definitive
peace, with staged elements in paving
the road to that destination. Ina Fichman will be there to answer questions.
The film will be screened Sunday,
Oct. 27, at 7 pm, at the Segal Centre
Cinemaspace, 5170 Côte Ste. Catherine. Tickets cost $15. Click on
Segalcentre.org or call 514-739-7944.

EXCEPTIONAL OFFER,
For a limited time!

FREE Cremation service*
It’s a $495 discount!

* With the purchase of one of our plans.

Call us at 514 735-1361 for more information.
4601, Côte-des-Neiges Road
Montréal H3V 1E7
notredamedesneigescemetery.ca
/cremation
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Tory David Tordjman banks on tax pledges in Mount Royal campaign
and following the rules and the law, and trying
to bring family members in. They are upset that
people that have jumped the queue are delaying
their families from coming.”
He predicts there could be a shift away from
majority support for the Liberal candidate because “people are upset that they voted in a government that hasn’t kept any promise other than
legalization of marijuana.”
He argues that Liberal leader Justin Trudeau is
“affecting our future economy by having ruined
international relationships with our major trading partners, India, China, and the US.”
irblock@hotmail.com

David Tordjman, a Côte-Saint-Luc city councilor, is attempting to do in Mount Royal riding
what its former mayor, Robert Libman, failed
to do in the 2015 federal election — win for the
Conservatives in a Liberal stronghold.
Tordjman, 48 and father of five, focuses on the
overall Conservative theme, in his words, “leaving
more money in the family’s hands.”
In support of his campaign, Conservative leader
Andrew Scheer dropped in last month and met
voters, at a local bagel café at Lucerne and Jean
Talon. Among items in the party’s platform,
Tordjman mentions “cutting the income-tax
rate,” a pledge by leader Andrew Scheer to cut the
tax rate on the lowest federal income bracket of
up to $47,630 – the first chunk of earned income
– to 13.5 from 15 per cent over four years.
He likes the promise to restore the tax credit
introduced by the Conservatives, then cut by the
Liberals when they created the Canada Child
Benefit, to offset the costs of putting children
in sports or arts classes, buying text books, and
using transit passes.
He mentions a pledge to remove the GST from
home heating and energy bills, which the Conservatives say will save an average $107 a year.
“We’re going to allow seniors to work longer,
if they so choose, and get a tax credit to offset the
reduction in their Old Age pension,” he says.
“You help families, seniors, and young students– you leave more money in their hands, you
don’t tax them.”
On the environment, he cites “an action plan
that is going to have results” and that includes
scrapping the federal government carbon tax,
which he says is little more than “another money
grab, another way to offset the $19 billion in debt
last year.”
Scheer’s plan says that under his governance,
facilities that emit greenhouse gases will have to
invest a certain amount to offset these omissions
above a certain cap, but there are no specifics on
the investment amounts or the cap.
In contrast to his party’s approach, Torjdman
says the Liberals have no plan to balance the budget, and will even increase it as they continue
what he calls “a spending spree – trying to buy
votes. We need to balance our budget and be fiscally responsible.”
Another element of his campaign Tordjman
says is “standing up for Israel,” charging that the
Liberal government “has not done it.” (About
30% of voters in the riding are Jewish.)
“We’ve promised to move the Canadian
embassy to Jerusalem, which is a big thing for

Photo: Irwin Block

Irwin Block

Carbon tax “a money grab,” Tordjman says.

a big part of the community.” (Following U.S.
president Donald Trump’s announcement on
moving its embassy to Jerusalem, Guatemala is
the only country to do so.)
(Canada was among 35 countries that abstained
from voting in December 2017 on a controversial
UN resolution that condemned Trump’s decision
to recognize Jerusalem as Israel’s capital. The vote
was 128-9, and the no votes came from the U.S.,
Guatemala, Honduras, Israel, Marshall Islands,
Micronesia, Mauru, Palau, and Togo.)
According to Tordjman, “People are upset
about that. They (the Canadian government) have
not stood up for Israel when they should have.”
He also said riding voters are upset that Canada
has allowed refugee claimants to bypass the Canada-U.S. Safe Third Country agreement by crossing from the U.S. illegally to obtain the right to a
refugee hearing, which would not be allowed if
they had sought legal entry into Canada after failing to file a refugee claim while in the U.S.
He said there are strong feelings on this issue
among riding voters, particularly those from the
Philippines who amount to about 11 per cent of
the total.
“Immigrants coming from the Philippines are
coming legally and going through the process

Chesed Shel Emes
Funeral Home

Providing affordable burials, for the Jewish community,
for more than 50 years.

514-273-3211
935 Beaumont, Montreal

www.jewishfuneral.ca • yaakov@jewishfuneral.ca

514.794.5428

Seniors’ Dinner
Thursdays 4pm to 8pm
DINNER IS SERVED AT 6PM

• General Dentistry
• Implants
• Invisalign
Dr. Javid Musevi & Associates
5890 Monkland Ave. Suite 10
514-484-8808 www.dentwest.com
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Are you a veteran entitled to a medal?

in a historic setting.

Come home to Fulford

1221 Guy St.

fulford@fulfordresidence.com
www.fulfordresidence.com
Tel: 514-933-7975
Fax: 514-933-3773

WE HAVE TOTAL
PEACE OF MIND HERE!
“My husband and I have special
needs and we were looking for
a place where we could live
together when we visited the
Herron Residence. Here, we’re
completely looked after. They
even give us our medication: one
less thing to worry about! There
are many activities which we
can take part in. It’s a good
way of life for us.”

NORMA CHRISTIE

Resident

• Housing Expert for Seniors
Autonomous,
Assisted Living,
Long Term Care
• Alzheimer’s Expertise

514-497-3775

bonniesandler.com

Health Support Products
INCONTINENCE PRODUCTS
Tena, Prevail, Attends

Mobility aid equipments and more
• Free, and Discreet Delivery Service
• Inquire About Our Buyback Program

514 631-7288

residenceherron.com | info@chsldherron.com
2400 Herron Road Dorval, Quebec H9S 5W3

SUBSIDIAIRE DE
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Bonnie Sandler, BSW

• Credit Accounts Available

514-792-6873

www.healthsupportproducts.com

License # 5748

Gracious, affordable assisted living

Dear Editor,
I would like to inform your readers about two special medals
that are available for veterans. These are the National Order of
the Legion of Honour from France and the Ambassador for
Peace Medal from the Republic of Korea.
Our veterans of the Second World War and the Korean War
fought hard and made tremendous sacrifices, and they have
won the greatest level of respect and thanks we can give them.
The Government of France is awarding their highest medal to
National Order of the Legion
Ambassador for Peace Medal all living Canadian veterans who directly helped to liberate their
of Honour – France
– Republic of Korea
country between June 6 and August 30, 1944.
The Republic of Korea is presenting its
Ambassador for Peace Medal to all Canadian
veterans who participated in the Korean War
and its peacekeeping operations between 1950
and 1955. Living veterans or the families of
veterans who have passed away may be eligible to
receive this special medal from Korea.
If you are a veteran or know someone who
might be eligible for one of these medals, please
SUTTON - GREAT FOR GRANDKIDS contact me. As an unofficial volunteer I am willing
This family-size residence has lots of bedrooms, a family
to help you with your application free of charge.
room, garage, in-ground pool, and is close to skiing, hiking,
village, restaurants, arts: something for everyone in all
Contact: Guy Black C/O 515 - 95 Moody St., Port
seasons! Peaceful setting on 3 acres. $740,000
Moody, BC, V3H 0H2 or email Korea19501953@
Lois Hardacker Chart. R.E. Bkr 450-242-2000
yahoo.com, include the subject line “Veterans Medals.”
Royal LePage Au Sommet Real Estate Agency
www.loishardacker.com
—Guy Black, Recipient, Minister of
Veterans Affairs Commendation and the
Sovereign’s Medal for Volunteers

Irwin Block

It is hard to believe that the musical force that was Vic Vogel has
come to an abrupt halt.
Victor Stefan Vogel, who died
last month at 84, was more than the
“monumental legend” of the Montreal jazz scene described by his
friend André Ménard, co-founder
of the Montreal International Jazz
Festival.
For Vogel, music was at the very
essence of his mind and body, a
largely self-taught pianist, a ferocious trombonist, a musician who
had his first gigs at 14 and then
taught himself to write and arrange
for large ensembles. He used his
income from these events to support
and sustain the kind of jazz he loved.
He was the go-to musician who
led large orchestras at such mega
events such as closing ceremony
of the 1976 Summer Olympics in
Montreal. And as the founder of
Le Jazz Big Band, he hired talented
young musicians and gave them
exposure that boosted their careers.
His Monday night big band rehearsals were held in dusty lofts and
smoky bars.
I attended some of these sessions
and remember how he demanded
and received energy, passion, strong
solos from his players — always
with a smile — and peppered his
talk with jokes and nicknames for
his favourite players. Trumpeter
Joe Sullivan was “the Irishman,”
trombone player Mike Wilson,
who also played with the Orchestre
Métropolitain, under former conductor Agnès Grossman, was “Agnes,”
and as signs of love for two of his top
soloists, trumpeter Ron Di Lauro
was “Ronnie,” and saxophonist
Dave Turner “Davie.”
Andrew Homzy, the retired Concordia jazz professor, now president
of the Nanaimo Jazz Festival, who
played tuba for Vogel for 12 years,

said that Vic was a mentor who
would use the money he made from
large projects to create employment
for jazz musicians.
“Many musicians saw Vic as a
mentor in terms of playing the music,
improvising, interpreting, and phrasing,” he said from Nanaimo.
“Vic would hold court at the old
Western Café, an ice-cream parlour
on Ste. Catherine St. W. That’s where
all the musicians would hang out. He
was interested in making sure the
younger musicians were aware of
their future. He insisted they file contracts with the Musicians Guild so
they would someday have a pension.”
“Vogel believed you had to connect
with your audience, and as such
his music was very accessible.”
Homzy recalled walking down Ste.
Catherine or St. Denis with Vic and
dozens of people saying, “Hey Vic,
How’s it going? It was as if he knew
all of Montreal, French, English —
ethnicities of all kinds.”
He was usually at the piano, leading and playing his solos, but the
trombone was an important part
of his musical personality, Homzy
said. He recalled Vogel often going
to the long bar on the ground floor
of Rockhead’s Paradise on St. Antoine and Mountain where he
would play with legendary guitarist
Nelson Symonds.
According to Homzy, at the time
he was the city’s top jazz trombonist,
who played more in the style of an
imaginative Roswell Rudd than the
smooth sound of a J.J. Johnson.
“As a piano player, I still have a
tape of him doing the old Jazz en
liberté show, where he played this
brilliant piano solo that was everywhere from Bud Power back to Fats
Waller to Lennie Tristano with his
own personality fused through all of
it. He had a wide range of appreciation of jazz music from all eras.”
Trumpeter Joe Sullivan, associate

professor of jazz at McGill, noted
that while some of today’s jazz musicians have a tendency to play for
their peers, Vogel believed you had to
connect with your audience, and as
such his music was very accessible.
“He played tunes from the great
masters like Duke Ellington,and
he’d do a lot of standards — kind of
like a people’s guy. He was always
cultivating his home base, the francophone community. He could talk
to anybody, and he wanted to bring
people in,” Sullivan said.
Vogel composed and arranged
to highlight his top soloists such as
alto saxophonist Dave Turner, who
remembers his first gig with Vogel
in 1979.
“I was supposed to play the solo on
Georgia. I stand up to play the solo
and Vic says, “sit down, you got it”
as he signals another musician to
take over. It happened the following
night as well.
“I was so furious I said to myself,
‘I am never playing with that jerk
again.”
Later that summer, Turner got a
call to rehearse with Vic and showed
up, trying to ignore Vogel, but playing “as best I could.”

Photo: Courtesy Bob Pover

Remembering Vic Vogel: the party’s Oct. 21

Vogel was “Ferocious” on trombone

A bit later, Vogel is sitting at the
piano when he says, “Hey, Turner, I
wrote this piece. It’s called Ballad for
Duke and I wrote it for you. Nobody
else is ever going to play this tune
except you. And we just became
close, close friends after that. I think
he was just trying see what kind of
personality I had.”
Turner and Vogel’s closest musical friends will be featured at a
concert in his memory, scheduled
for Monday evening, Oct. 21 at
l’Astral, 305 Ste. Catherine W.
irblock@hotmail.com

Discover our beautiful nature walks
to cremation and traditional cemetery plans. Ask us about memorial trees, rocks,
benches and more in our tranquil, woodland paradise.

Payment plans available. Call today to take the first step.
Rideau Memorial Gardens
& Funeral Home

Lakeview
Memorial Gardens

Armstrong-Rideau
Funeral Home

514-683-6700 • 24 hrs 514-685-3344
rideaumemorial.com

514-694-9294
lakeviewmemorial.ca

514-331-1104
funerairearmstrong.ca

Dollard-des-Ormeaux, Qc

Pointe-Claire, Qc

St. Laurent, Qc

Cremation programs starting as low as $25 / month.
Call today and recieve a FREE Cemetery & Funeral Planning Guide.

Arbor Memorial Inc.
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How I got my hearing back and enriched my life
Vivianne M. Silver

My new life in stereophonic sound began when I
realized I often asked my husband to repeat a word
I missed, to raise the volume on our television, or I
had to switch ears when the telephone rang.
But it was my son Jonathan who urged his
father “to do something –Mom often asks us to
repeat what we say to her and a few weeks ago,
when I called her, she actually hung up on me –
not having heard me speak.”
The time had come to have a hearing test. My
husband arranged for one at the Jewish General
Hospital where he works.
After a thorough examination, the doctor
recommended audiology tests. So began the
realization that I might have hearing loss. After
an intensive battery of tests by an audiologist, we
sat in her office and reviewed the results.
The moment it was confirmed that I had hearing
loss in both ears, I cried. I am aware that we are
not invincible but facing a loss, no matter how
small, is tough.
The hospital then gave me a list of Hearing Aid
Centers. I chose one at Cavendish Mall, as it is
near my home, and made an appointment.
I was seen by a Wendy, an efficient and
compassionate technician. She patiently
explained all the technology that would now be
part of my life. More tears as the screen showed
the facts. It was however, time for some emotional
intelligence and acceptance on my part.

A couple of weeks later, my hearing aids arrived.
Back at the Center, the technician patiently
guided me through the process. The door to my
new life in stereophonic sound opened.
The hearing aids cost $3200. The Quebec
government pays for one, $1600, the patient pays
for the other. This logic escapes me since most
people do need two hearing aids.
I established a routine of placing my hearing
aids on both my ears in the morning and became
conscious of the changes. — The sound of paper
crinkling, the sound of water tinkling, the sound of
people speaking too loudly in restaurants. Wendy
had re-assured me that in time it would all settle
into a comfortable hearing zone. Thankfully, the
sound of music and that of my piano playing were
not affected.
My family rejoiced in not having to repeat
what they were saying. Setting an example of
acceptance for my children and grandchildren
gave me comfort.
At the end of the day, writing about my hearing
routine, cleaning my accessories, and placing
them back safely in their box worked just fine.
This lasted five days. On the fifth day, I decided
not to wear them first thing in the morning,
fearing that with my tennis game, a ball might
dislodge them. I did put them on later.
I first went to my community garden patch to
pick some of my flourishing rhubarb plants as a
surprise for a dear friend who had promised to
make muffins.

At lunch, as I was putting my hat back on, I
noticed the absence of my left hearing aid. Panic
set in. I retraced my steps to no avail.
The car, parking lot, bathroom, bank, cleaners,
grocery store, back to the garden –even the
compost bin where discarded leaves of my
rhubarb plant now lay. It was like looking for a
needle in a haystack.
That’s life, I finally said to myself. Penitently,
I returned to the center. Thankfully, Wendy was
there. She reassured me that it could be replaced
at half the original cost (still, quite costly).
The lesson for me was painful but I learned not
to be so cavalier about this new process and more
aware of checking that my aids are securely in
their rightful place at all times.
The upside of my hearing aid saga is realizing
that the quality of my life has indeed improved.
My family members do not have to repeat their
comments. I can hear all that is being said at
the movies, at a conference, or when watching
television. Most relevant for me is that as a
volunteer docent at the Montreal Museum of Fine
Arts, I am now confident I can guide my assigned
groups without being concerned at missing
comments and conversation.
Ultimately, just as my eyesight is helped with
my glasses, my hearing is improved with my
hearing aids. I can only feel grateful for the gift of
our modern-day technology.
Vivianne M. Silver lives in Côte St. Luc.

“Areyouhearingwell?”

DID YOU KNOW?
Fromtheageof65, 1 out of 3 peoplehavehearingloss.Atage75, it’s1 out of 2.
Hearing screening is a fast and simple first step towards better hearing.

Get a free hearing screening
Offer valid until July 31st, 2020

Make an appointment

1-888-696-2644

ThelargestnetworkofaudioprosthetistsinQuebec•www.groupeforget.com
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A project for all of us: talking about end-of-life issues
Irwin Block

Some 60 events designed for people of all ages to
think and talk about end-of-life issues gets underway Oct. 14 at various locations in Montreal.
It’s called Projection, initiated by the McGill
Council on Palliative Care, at the forefront of creating strategies to help Montreal patients facing
or contemplating the last chapter of their lives.
The idea to hold these events here came from
Kappy Flanders, founder and co-chairperson of
the McGill Palliative Care council. She co-chairs
Projection with Suzanne O’Brien, and it is being
financed in part by an endowment from the
Goldberg Family Foundation. This is believed to
be the first such project in Canada.
There are concerts, workshops, and discussions
planned in educational and religious institutions
and libraries, covering arts and culture, health and
social services, spirituality and faith, design and
technology and education, in English and French.
Says Flanders: “We want to get people to talk to
each other about things that are really taboo, for
families to discuss what they would like to have
done, what they would like their legacy to be, if
they have a terminal illness or as they get older.”
“You need to have advanced planning, whether
you have a living will, or not – these are things
that should be discussed in families,” Flanders
notes. When the end of a life approaches, children

and/or the surviving spouse should have a clear
idea about the person’s intentions.
“Your children should know what you want,
and your children should be talking to their
children,” Flanders said.
To those reluctant to grapple with end-of-life
issues, she asks, “Why don’t you want to grapple
with it?
Anything that is such a foregone conclusion
deserves thinking about and taking steps that
makes it easier for the people you leave behind.”
While we are healthy, we should make our
intentions clear, she adds. “There are so many
decisions to be made. If you’re diagnosed with
something when you’re 85, do you want to have
surgery, do you want to have chemo, or would
you like to die a natural death?
“If you’re over 80 – Flanders notes she’s 81 –
and get an anesthetic, there is more chance you
will not come through, or if you do come through,
it will be not as well as you would have done
20 years earlier.”
Some people would prefer to live with a disease,
and possibly die of it, rather than undergo
extraordinary measures, she noted. “These issues
deserve at least consideration and discussion.”
Among the English events
• Oct. 15, 7pm — I Medici di McGill, in concert,
Church of St. Andrew and St. Paul, 3415 Redpath.
• Oct. 15, 5 pm – Death Café is an open invita-

tion to share tea and cake and discuss death
with a view to helping others make the most of
their lives, presented by DeathCafe@McGill, 651
Sherbrooke W.
• Oct. 16, 4 pm – Death, Memories, & Technologies,
a discussion of the technologies of memorializing the deceased, include digital graveyards and
online memorials, 4th space, 1400 de Maisonneuve W.
• Oct. 19, 11 am – Pet Grief, designed for children
3-12, with therapist Nathalie Segall, Montreal
West Children’s Library.
• Oct. 19, 7:30 pm – Senior Staff, the folk quartet
of Helen Binik, Phil Jones, Brian Nicholson, and
Stephen Weinstein, perform songs of the 1960s,
and more, Atwater Library. Donations will be
given to the Palliative Care Council. Open at all.
• Oct. 20, 10 am: Best-selling crime novelist
Louise Penny, a former CBC broadcaster, in
conversation with the CBC’s Shelagh Rogers
on “Life, Death and the Whole Damn Thing,”
at the Temple Emmanu-El Beth Sholom.
Penny volunteered in palliative care some
25 years ago and in 2016 lost her husband,
Dr. Michael Whitehead, who was living with dementia. He died at home.
An A Capella group from McGill will be
performing during the event. $20.
The full lineup is at projectionweek.ca/
en#schedule

Join our research efforts to fight
Alzheimer’s disease!!

The
participation
includes
a
telephone
questionnaire, cognitive tests, blood and urine
sampling and a series of brain scans.
A compensation is offered for your time and
transportation

Do you notice any changes in your
memory?
Is your age between 65-85?
Do you speak English and/or French
Are in a good physical health condition?

Place: McGill University Research Center for
Studies in Aging; 6775 boul. LaSalle, Montréal, QC
Canada H4H 1R3 T: 514-761-6131 ext: 6321 ou
T: (514) 265-6392

triad.tnl-mcgill.com
Principal Investigator:
Dr. Serge Gauthier et Dr. Pedro Rosa-Neto
Douglas Institut Universitaire en Santé Mentale.
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Professional
Reliable
Personalized
•
•
•
•

APARTMENT LIVING

Cleaning
Home Care
Accompaniment
Respite

Some services
subsidized by RAMQ

formerly known as
Coup de balai |
Clean Sweepers

Service provider for:

Respite care financed by:

call now

514 484.4266

www.servicescdbadomicile.com

You care for them,
we care for you.

Vast Choice of Incontinence Products

Ask for Free Sample

Mon Petit Monde Inc.

Le Russell sur le parc

Toulon Sur Mer – Apartments

Phone: 514-340-9777
E-mail: info@lerussell.ca
Website: lerussell.ca
Contact: Kathleen Murphy
Capacity: 81 apartments
Level: Autonomous
Security: 24h cameras, security alarms
Nearby: train station, buses, grocery, park, library,
Rockland Shopping Centre, pharmacy, banks,
highways 40 and 15
Onsite: Garden, swings, patio, community lounge,
indoor and outdoor parking
Included: Hot water, fridge and stove, balcony
Price: 1 bedroom from $750,
2 bedroom from $950

Phone: 514-595-8723
Email: toulonsurmer@gmail.com
Website: montrealapts.ca
Contact: Carol Cadieux
Apartments: 3 ½, 4 ½
Included: fridge & stove provided, hot water,
balconies, wood floors, carpeting or floating floor
Services: gym, laundry room, parking, library/
recreation room, outdoor pool, sauna, wheelchair
access, & private lockers
Nearby: hospital, shopping, public parks, bike path,
buses, beautiful grounds and breathtaking views of
Lac St-Louis
Pets: cats, & small quiet dogs
Price: starting from $750

30 Brittany Ave., Town of Mount Royal

Look for referral in www.smartshoppingmontreal.com
“Speciality Services”

Consultation and Discreet Home Delivery

514-955-0101
3 ½, 4 ½

Waterfront
Clean, quiet
building
Fridge • Stove
Hot water
Outdoor pool
Sauna • Gym
Wheelchair
access
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7777 & 7779 LaSalle Blvd, LaSalle

ALLAN J. GOLD

Civil/Elder Lawyer for retiring business
owners, seniors, relatives: Pension,
Power of Attorney, Will & Estate, Mandate,
Long-term/personal care, cases of
Mandate homologation, Curatorship,
Caregiver claims, etc.

Tel: 514-849-1621 • Cell: 514-918-1450
attorneygold@practitionerspress.com
Elder Law blog: https://allanjgold.com/blog/

CaroleC@hsprop.com
montrealapts.ca

A New Life in the Town of Mount Royal
For Autonomous Seniors 60 and Over

30 Brittany Avenue

Town of Mount Royal, QC

Tel: 514-340-9777
info@lerussell.ca
lerussell.ca

n 81 apartments 3½ and 4½ on 4 floors

n Renovated community room

n Reasonably priced apartments

n Neighboring a magnificient park

n Smoke free building

n Close to Rockland Shopping Centre

n Security cameras

n Buses and commuter trains nearby

n Indoor and outdoor parking

n 5 minutes from highways 15 and 40

Tenants benefit from all the services offered by the
Town of Mount Royal and the activity programs organized for seniors
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Private vs. public – What’s the difference?
One of the most common questions I get is “What’s the difference
between a private and a public
residence?”
It can be confusing and frustrating
to navigate our healthcare system
— particularly under emotional
circumstances when you or a loved
one can no longer live at home.
Private Residences
The senior living industry is rapidly evolving. Competition is increasing and new construction is
underway throughout the province.
As a result, there are more choices
and greater service offerings. The
private sector offers Independent
Living, Assisted Living (usually up
to a maximum of 3 hours of care per
day) and Memory Care. Some residences offer all three levels of care.
In addition, Quebec is one of the
few provinces in Canada that offers
private options for long term care.
They are known as Centres d’hébergement et de soins de longue durée
(CHSLD).
In Quebec, there are more than
2,000 registered private residences.
The Ministry of Health and Social
Services oversees certification and
monitors operating standards. Most
Quebecers living in a certified private senior residence are eligible for
the Tax Credit for Home-Support
Services for Seniors.

YOU don’t
need to be
ALONE...
We offer affordable
living for Autonomous and
Semi-Autonomous Seniors

Making
the Move
Matt
Del Vecchio
This amounts to approximately
10%-15% of your monthly rent
depending on the amount of services
and meals provided.
Benefits of private residences
include shorter waiting times, geographic convenience, care services
and in the case of Independent
Living, full kitchens and 1 or 2
bedroom options.
Public Residences
A public residence in Quebec
is also supervised by the Ministry
of Health and Social Services. It
has established that a person with
diminished autonomy due to aging
or a physical or mental impairment
may be admitted to a long-term care
centre or an intermediate resource.
A CHSLD accommodates, temporarily or permanently, adults
experiencing a loss of functional
or psychosocial independence who
can no longer live at home in spite
of support from family and friends.
An intermediate resource accommodates persons experiencing a loss
of independence or whose condition
requires bed, board, and support or

assistance services. To get into a
public residence, one needs to be assessed through a local CLSC.
The assessment establishes care
needs and determines if the person
qualifies for permanent placement.
Placement is based on priority level,
not a first come first served basis.
The waiting list can range from several months to several years. In most
cases, a person can choose their
desired residence for permanent
placement. Once a room becomes
available, you have 24-36 hours to
move in.
During the waiting period, the
person is placed in a transition bed
in a long-term care residence. A
CLSC social worker will work with
the family to find a transition bed

in a convenient geographical location; however, the choice is often
based on when a bed becomes
available whatever its location.
It is not uncommon to be transferred to multiple transition beds
while waiting for a permanent
CHSLD bed.
Reach out to your local CLSC to
explore public options. Should you
wish to pursue a private residence
for your loved one, tap into industry
specialists who often provide their
services at no charge to the client.
The residences pay commission.
Matt Del Vecchio is the owner of
Lianas Services Senior Transition
Support and host of Life Unrehearsed
on CJAD800 Sundays at 4pm.
mdelvecchio@lianasservices.com

n Private and Semi-Private Rooms
n Visiting Physician
n Medication Supervision
n 3 Nutritious Meals Daily
n Weekly Housekeeping/Laundry
n Chapel services
n Recreation Program
n Emergency Call Bells & Intercom
n 24 Hour Supervision and/or
Assistance

Teaching Centre for McGill Nursing

The Salvation Army Montclair Residence
For further information, please call

Vicky Stewart 514.481.5638
4413 Montclair Ave., Montreal (NDG)
Owned and operated by The Salvation Army
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Besides imagination, what do we really need in the kitchen?

Here’s all the Flavour Guy needs: one cup, one
dish. That’s it. And since we are down to basics,
make that dish work equally well as a bowl for
soup or cereal and a plate for stuff that isn’t
liquid. Or maybe get a bowl and a plate.
Oh yeah, a knife is good. Ok, that’s it. Well,
maybe a fork although some folks like chopsticks.
Maybe a spoon. Oh, a pot for cooking. Just the
basics. Maybe a bigger, sharper knife to chop.
And a board for chopping.
How about a couple of extra plates, maybe with
matching bowls because I share my living space
with others? Maybe a few more knives, forks and
spoons (or lots of chopsticks) for when friends
come over. What else? Napkins would be nice.
Maybe a corkscrew for a bottle of wine. How
about wine glasses too?
What else? Well according to what’s in my
kitchen drawers we’ve accumulated a fair
amount of stuff: cheese slicers, cheese graters,
citrus zesters, knife sharpening tools, apple
corers, cherry pit disgorgers, lemon juicers, poultry shears, pizza slicers, a pizza stone, potato
peelers, a paella pan, wooden and metal kabob
skewers, soufflé dishes, Bundt pans, cast iron frying pans, a half dozen stove top coffee makers, a
coffee grinder, a milk frother (that was a gift), a
food blender, a food mixer, spurtles, spatulas, and
wooden spoons, and a made-in-Mexico molinillo
for authentically mixing Mexican hot chocolate
milk. The list goes on.
Each of these has progressed from something

Flavour Guy
Barry Lazar
I wanted to something I needed. An omelet pan
and a crepe pan, really?
Then there are rows of spices and seasonings.
No one gifts us with “things” anymore. We don’t
really need anything. So we accumulate packets
of flavoured salts and bottles of oils and vinegars. That jar of jalapeno peach jam has been in
the back of the fridge for two years along with a
bar of tamarind jelly and assorted containers of
homemade relishes and pickles. Who knew kimchi would last this long?
Part of me enjoys knowing there is always
something on the shelf that I can make for dinner
and that I have the right tools and cookware to
cook it. Another part of me wants to simplify my
life, but the Flavour Guy knows it will never end
there. In theory, I only need the basics: one cup,
one dish, a loaf of bread, a bottle of wine.
Oh yeah, where’s that corkscrew?
***
Recently I found myself in possession of a small
unopened container of 35% cream. This is not
one of the basics that I usually have around.
It was there because I had anticipated whipping
cream for a fruit dessert and then a guest thought-

fully brought a pint of ice cream which of course
had to be eaten. So the cream sat in the fridge with
a “what are you going to do with me now” look.
“Pasta,” I replied.
I may order a cream dish such as fettuccine
Alfredo or mac’n cheese in a restaurant but these
aren’t dishes I usually make myself.
However the cream beckoned and it was so
good that I have been adding a little dairy to
smooth out a sauce at home. The key is to watch
the heat. The less fat in the milk or cream, the
lower the temperature on the stove.
Here’s a basic approach. Mince a clove of
garlic and cook this with a chopped onion in a
little olive oil until they are soft. If you like heat,
add some crushed chilli pepper. Then stir in the
veggies: peas, sliced eggplant, zucchini, bell peppers, mushrooms, &c. Cook these until they are
done to your liking.
Meanwhile the pasta is bubbling away in a pot
of water. Just before it is done — when there is
still a speck of white in the middle of the noodle
— drain it and add it to the veggies.
Add a quarter cup or more (depending upon the
amount of pasta) of cream or milk with a handful
of grated hard Italian cheeses such as Parmesan,
Asiago or Romano.
Stir this over low heat if you are using cream
(remove the pan from the heat completely for
milk) until the pasta absorbs the sauce. Sprinkle
chopped parsley on top and serve with more
cheese on the side.

WHAT IF...
Someone you love can no longer take care of themselves

We have the ANSWERS
› Devoted health care professionals
and nursing supervision 24/7
› Weekly DOCTOR visits
Included: medication management,
weekly housekeeping, laundry of linens
and 3 meals per day
› Personal care services also available,
adapted to the needs of the individual
› Secure MEMORY CARE wing

Call or come visit us to learn more
1055 Tecumseh, DDO

514-685-4444

www.chateaudollard.com
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MANAGED BY

User committees protect your rights

Users’ committees aim to protect the
rights of users and accompany them
when institutions are approached
with problems. Users can either call
the central line for the committees at
514-340-7577 or call the establishments directly from the list below:
Cavendish Users’ Committee
514-484-7878 #61728
CLSC René-Cassin, CLSC de Benny
Farm, Richardson Hospital, Catherine Booth Hospital, St-Andrew,
Henri-Bradet, Father Dowd, and
Saint Margaret residential centres
De la Montagne Users’ Committee
514-273-9591 #6291

CLSC de Côte-des-Neiges, CLSC
de Parc-Extension, Point de service
Outremont
Donald Berman Maimonides
514- 483-2121 #2379
Mount Sinai Hospital
514-369-2222 #1075
Jewish General Hospital
514-340-8222 #23090
Constance Lethbridge
514-487-1891 #234
MAB-Mackay
514-488-5552 #2023
Jewish Eldercare
514-738-4500 #4330
Miriam Home 514-345-0210 #135

ü Retirement home search

ü Turn-key home sale transaction

ü

ü Maximizing the value of your

ü
ü

- Free of charge, no obligation
Independent Living,
Assisted Living, Memory Care
Organizing and accompanying
your family on tours
Proactive search for future needs
or immediate placement

Centre, Saint Margaret Centre and
Mount Sinai Hospital.
Volunteers need to be at least
16, in good health, and have good
communication skills. The goal is to
devote at least a few hours a week of
their time.
“There are many wonderful
volunteer opportunities,” says Alan
Maislin, President of the Board of
Directors of CIUSSS West-Central
Montreal. “The true culture of any
organization is determined by the
amount of effort and the quality of
the volunteers it has.”

ü

OUR TEAM WILL BE BY YOUR SIDE
EVERY STEP OF THE WAY.

Volunteer fair for CIUSSS West-Central
Want to make a real difference in
someone’s life? Find out more about
volunteering Thursday, October
17 at CLSC Benny Farm, 6484
Monkland Ave in NDG, 9am to 2pm.
Obtain information on the many
volunteer opportunities at various
sites, including the Jewish General
Hospital, CLSC Benny Farm, CLSC
René Cassin, Catherine Booth
Hospital, Miriam Home, Richardson
Hospital, Lethbridge-Layton-Mackay
Rehabilitation Centre, Maimonides,
Jewish Eldercare, Father Dowd
Centre, Henri Bradet, Saint Andrew

ü

home
Downsizing and transition
support
Home upgrades and repairs

Matt Del Vecchio, owner of Lianas
Services Senior Transition Support;
Aging; Host of “Life Unrehearsed” on
CJAD800 every Sunday at 4:00PM.
Stefanie Cadou, Residential Real
Estate Broker with Royal LePage
Village and Senior Transition
Specialist.
Our Lianas Senior
Advisors: Daniel Sigler
and Patricia Tudor

CALL US AT 514-622-8074
FOR A FREE, NO OBLIGATION CONSULTATION.
WWW.LIANASSERVICES.COM

WWW.STEFANIECADOU.COM

Retirement Living -

make your life
BETTER!
Did you know? Canadian seniors who are
physically active are more than twice as likely
to successfully age and maintain optimal health
and well-being.*

Pursue an active and engaging
lifestyle at Chartwell.
Chartwell.com
1-844-727-8679 available 7 days a week
a Chartwell Residence near you
* Source : Journal of Aging and Physical Activity. “Physical Activity and Successful Aging in Canadian Older Adults.”
online: https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/221e/86483c8908d1590e8dd1d09ceda1d43bbbc2.pdf

LE WELLESLEY
MANOIR KIRKLAND
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GUIDE TO LES RESIDENCES SOLEIL

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir Plaza

Les Residences Soleil
Les Residences Soleil
Les Residences Soleil
Manoir Brossard (Phase I & II) Manoir Dollard-des-Ormeaux Pointe-aux-Trembles

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir du Musée

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir Granby

8080 St-Laurent Blvd. Brossard
Phone: 450-672-3737 • Fax: 450-671-1661
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Dominique Bergeron
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care, respite, Capacity: 470+366
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
convalescence
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
receptionist on site 24/7 • Medical: doctor
visit, attendant or auxiliary 24/7, medical clinic, receptionist on site 24/7 • Medical: doctor
visit, attendant or auxiliary 24/7, medical
care and services “à la carte”
clinic, care and services “à la carte”
Nearby: private access Metro Sherbrooke,
Nearby: on the St. Lawrence River, grocery,
grocery, CLSC, banks, mall, shuttle,
CLSC, banks, mall, shuttle, blvd de Rome, park
downtown, park
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon, coffeeIndoor: hairdresser & beauty salon, coffeebistro, convenience store, restaurant
bistro, convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa,
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa,
bingo, library, movie theater, mini-putt,
bingo, library, movie theater, mini-putt,
bowling alley, craft, golf simulator,
bowling alley, craft, golf simulator
hammam, darts, ping-pong, carpentry, poker
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site
Chapel: place of worship on site

505 Sherbrooke East, Montreal
Phone: 514-508-0708 • Fax: 514-507-9508
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Maxence de Boissezon • Capacity: 417

245 Frontenac, Sherbrooke
Phone: 819-822-1938 Fax: 819-348-9966
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Gilles Lavoie • Capacity: 197
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
receptionist on site 24/7
Medical: doctor visit, attendant or
auxiliary 24/7, medical clinic, care and
services “à la carte”
Nearby: grocery, banks, mall, shuttle, park,
Magog River dam
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon,
convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa,
bingo, library, exercise, billiards, petanque,
piano, craft, shuffle board
Food: mealspackages, 3-2-1 meal a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry

Chapel: place of worship on site

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir St-Laurent

235 Denison East, Granby
Phone: 450-378-4400 Fax: 450-378-8359
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Véronique Beaulieu, Céline Cloutier
Capacity: 322 • Care: autonomous,
assisted, light care, respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
receptionist on site 24/7
Medical: doctor visit, attendant or
auxiliary 24/7, medical clinic, care and
services “à la carte”, care unit
Nearby: grocery, banks, mall, shuttle, park,
Boivin Lake, bike path
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon,
convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa,
bingo, library, exercise, billiards, petanque,
piano, craft, shuffleboard
Food: meals packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

115 Deguire, St. Laurent, Mtl
Phone: 514-332-3434 • Fax: 514-332-8343
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Sophie Desjardins
Capacity: 277 • Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence • Security: alarms, monitors,
call bells, receptionist on site 24/7
Medical: doctor visit, attendant or auxiliary 24/7,
medical clinic, care and services “à la carte”, care unit
Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks, mall, shuttle, park
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon, convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa, bingo, library,
exercise, billiards, craft, shuffleboard, piano
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir St-Léonard

53 Hasting, D.D.O., Mtl
Phone: 514-620-4522 • Fax: 514-620-4114
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Sylvie Perras • Capacity: 178
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
receptionist on site 24/7
Medical: doctor visit, attendant or auxiliary
24/7, medical clinic, care and services “à la
carte”
Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks, mall, shuttle,
blvd Saint-Jean
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon,
convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa,
bingo, library, exercise, billiards, craft,
petanque, piano
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

13900 Notre-Dame East, P.A.T., Mtl
Phone: 514-642-2234 • Fax: 514-642-5115
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Pierre Fortin
Capacity: 475
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care, respite,
convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
receptionist on site 24/7
Medical: doctor visit, attendant or auxiliary
24/7, medical clinic, care and services “à la
carte”
Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks, mall, shuttle, on
the St. Laurent River, park
Services: hairdresser & beauty salon,
convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, bingo,
library, exercise, billiards, cinema, petanque, piano
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

7650 Lespinay, St-Léonard, Mtl
Phone: 514-255-9298 • Fax: 514-255-9986
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Sylvie Simoneau • Capacity: 621
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
receptionist on site 24/7 • Medical: doctor
visit, attendant or auxiliary 24/7, medical
clinic, care and services “à la carte”
Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks, mall,
shuttle, park
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon,
convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa,
bingo, library, exercise, billiards, movie
theater, craft
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir Sainte-Julie

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir Sorel

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir Sherbrooke

1975 du Fer-à-cheval, Sainte-Julie
Phone: 450-922-9000 • Fax: 450-922-9010
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Alain Crevier
Capacity: 500
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
receptionist on site 24/7
Medical: doctor visit, attendant or auxiliary
24/7, medical clinic, care and services “à la
carte” • Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks,
mall, shuttle, park
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon, coffeebistro, convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa,
bingo, library, movie theater, mini-putt,
bowling alley, craft, golf simulator
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir Mont St-Hilaire

550 Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Mont-Saint-Hilaire
Phone: 450-467-8209 • Fax: 450-467-0404
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Clodine Fortin • Capacity: 327
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care, respite,
convalescence • Security: alarms, monitors, call
bells, receptionist on site 24/7 • Medical: doctor visit,
attendant or auxiliary 24/7, medical clinic, care and
services “à la carte” • Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks,
mall, shuttle, St-Hilaire Mountain
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon, convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa, bingo, library,
exercise, billiards, craft, petanque, piano
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site
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71 George, Sorel-Tracy
Phone: 450-742-3303 • Fax: 450-742-1668
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Michèle Grondin
Capacity: 137
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care, respite,
convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
receptionist on site 24/7
Medical: doctor visit, attendant or
auxiliary 24/7, medical clinic, care and
services “à la carte”
Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks, mall, shuttle,
Royal Square
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa,
bingo, library, exercise, billiards, movie theatre,
craft, shuffleboard
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir Laval

1455 de l’Avenir, Laval
Phone: 450-629-0019 • Fax: 450-629-0119
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Jean-François Dallaire • Capacity: 729
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care, respite,
convalescence • Security: alarms, monitors, call
bells, receptionist on site 24/7 • Medical: doctor visit,
attendant or auxiliary 24/7, medical clinic, care and
services “à la carte” • Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks,
mall, shuttle, Metro Montmorency
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon, coffee-bistro,
convenience store • Activities: animation, outings,
pool, spa, bingo, library, movie theater, mini-putt,
bowling alley, craft, golf simulator
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

1150 Quatre Saisons, Sherbrooke
Phone: 819-822-1038 • Fax: 819-822-1681
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Gilles Lavoie • Capacity: 456
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
receptionist on site 24/7
Medical: doctor visit, attendant or auxiliary
24/7, medical clinic, care and services “à la
carte” , care unit
Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks, mall, shuttle, park
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon,
convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa,
bingo, library, exercise, billiards, craft,
petanque, piano
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir Boucherville

549 de Verrazano, Boucherville
Phone: 450-449-1516 • Fax: 450-449-1978
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Andréa Gauthier
Capacity: 194 • Care: autonomous, assisted, light
care, respite, convalescence • Security: alarms,
monitors, call bells, receptionist on site 24/7
Medical: doctor visit, attendant or auxiliary 24/7,
medical clinic, care and services “à la carte”
Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks, mall, shuttle, park
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon, convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa, bingo,
library, exercise, billiards, craft, petanque, cards
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

Harnessing realism to the climate crisis
Imagine for a moment that our civilization
had evolved with absolutely no recourse to fossil fuels. Envision a world that employed clean
energy in every sector of the economy since the
birth of the industrial revolution. Such a scenario would involve almost no release of carbon
by humanity into the atmosphere, and thus no
human-created climate crisis.
Now extend the thought experiment and imagine that same world, happily married to exclusively green sources of energy, nonetheless rapidly
warming. Envision it facing a catastrophe that endangers our way of life and perhaps even the survival of our species. What would be the response
of public authority everywhere on the globe?
Let me pause and assure you that I am not a climate denier. I fully recognize that human activity,
rooted in fossil fuel combustion, is contributing
directly to the warming of the earth. Efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions must broaden and
multiply. My purpose is not to challenge proven
science, but to submit that the crisis demands considerably more than emission reduction.
Climate armageddon is not merely imminent,
it has arrived – just ask the Bahamas. The steadily
warming oceans are turning hurricanes into destructive monsters. Can we turn the clock back
on the warming? Let’s get real: the warming is not
going to cease. Not while China and India build
new coal burning energy plants every week; not
while emerging economies prosper on tides of
petroleum; and not while fossil fuels power the
preponderance of transport and electricity generation in the developed world for at least the

World View
Michael Carin
next two decades. If we did not have ourselves
to blame for the climate crisis, we would not be
squabbling over the poisoned atmosphere but
rather cooperating in collective adjustment to
it. The scale of planetary mobilization would be
massive in comparison to present efforts.
For example, if we accepted that the despoiling of
our atmosphere is not going to ease anytime soon,
an emergency program would have long since been
mandated to compensate Brazil for a hands-off approach to the Amazon. We would be sponsoring
programs to re-forest vast swathes of the globe with
billions of carbon-devouring trees every year. The
United States would be building life-saving levies
on outer banks rather than pathetic walls on national borders. Islands in the Caribbean, anticipating storms like Dorian, would make compulsory
the construction of storm-proof shelters in every
community. These are just a few basic no-brainers.
With countless other such measures they could
constitute economy-growing means of adaptation,
sanctuary and survival.
The monster of climate change has become a
threat to our way of life and it will continue to
worsen. A generation will pass before we can even
slow the galloping damage. The time has come for
global authorities to recognize we are under siege
as a species – and start acting like it.

Our Advisors can assist you
with your search for
a senior’s residence for FREE*
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		

Meet with the senior and their family at home
or the hospital to discuss their needs.
Provide information about financial assistance
programs and government tax credits.
Visit selected private residences (CHSLDs,
semi-autonomous, Alzheimer,s care units, etc.).
Offer the senior and their family advice about
the rights and responsibilities associated with a lease.
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Lise answered the call to volunteer
Here at Sun Youth
Nicolas Carpentier

Fulfilling Needs
at Every Stage

• Retirement lifestyle of distinction & quality
• Round-the-clock caregiving by full nursing staff
• Quality service • Luxurious accommodations
• Recreational programs • At-home atmosphere
• Fully Renovated apartments

placekensington.com
A DIVISION OF FAIRWAY MANAGEMENT CORP.

RELAX IN A

QUIET OASIS

Photo: Nicolas Carpentier

Senior Residence

Meet Lise St-Michel, volunteer receptionist
at Sun Youth. She has been involved with
Sun Youth for four years.
She retired from Bell Canada where she
was a director, an assistant controller and in
Executive Development. Later, she was parttime client services coordinator for BombarSun Youth volunteer receptionist Lise St-Michel. dier. This is where she met Daniel Rousseau,
now Vice-President of Finance at Sun Youth.
When he joined the organization, he contacted Lise, his former employee, to suggest
she volunteer for Sun Youth. Volunteering
isn’t new to her. Before retiring she volunteered for many years at Tel-Aide and at Le
Club des Petits déjeuners.
Lise is now an essential part of Sun Youth
and the organization is an important part of
her life as a volunteer. “It allows me to learn
about the reality of certain people, clients of
the organization who are living in poverty
situations. I learn about different cultures
and ethnicities.
“When I go home, I feel like I did someCome and enjoy your retirement in peaceful and
thing good — that I helped people. Life is
evolving surroundings. Whether you are an independent
good to me: I’m in good health. I have a famretiree, semi-autonomous or dealing with a loss
of autonomy, we have what you need.
ily and friends. I want to give back for the
things life has given me.”
APARTMENTS
Volunteering is also a change of pace for
Enjoy a superb condo style apartment including
all services (except meals).
Lise: “I’m also a caregiver for my mother
who is 98. When I come here, with the phone
STUDIO SERVICE PACKAGE
Live in a spacious turnkey studio, including
calls and all, it allows me to be somewhere
a kitchenette with a microwave, sink, fridge
and balcony. Services and meals are included!
else and takes me away a little from my daily
life and that’s good for me.”
CARE UNIT
Benefit from healthcare tailored to your
Says full-time receptionist Nancy Lauzier
needs and from all services in our
about
Lise: “She is an experienced woman
adapted care unit.
who is nice, soft, patient and eager to work.
She is good at explaining to people what they
COME AND SEE US TO BOOK
need to do. I learned a lot from listening to
YOUR NEW LIVING SPACE!
her take calls. I only see her once a week but
it makes a world of difference to me.”
If you are retired and have some free time,
why not volunteer for Sun Youth? We’ll be
514 626-6651
manoirpierrefonds.com | info@manoirpierrefonds.com
glad to welcome you.
18465 Gouin Boulevard West, Pierrefonds (QC) H9K 1A6
Contact our Volunteers Coordinator, Lisa
Perrault, at bvt@sunyouthorg.com or by
calling 514-842-6822.
* Certain conditions apply. Contact us for more information.

SUBSIDIARY OF

514.846.8840
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GUIDE TO MONTREAL RESIDENCES
Côte st. Luc

NDG

DOWNTOWN

Le King David

Montclair Residence

Westhill Residence

Fulford Residence

Phone: 514-486-1157 Fax: 514-486-1837
Email: anna@lekingdavid.com
Contact: Anna Mylonas Capacity: 120
Care: autonomous, individualized care, assisted
living, short/long stay – convalescence or respite
Security: reception desk with monitors 24/7,
surveillance cameras, emergency call bells
Medical: Doctor weekly, infirmary on site, nurses
have direct line to doctor Mon.-Fri., RNAs & care aides.
Nearby: CLSC, pharmacy, shopping, library, banks
Services: Numerous amenities, incl. hairdresser,
podiatrist, massage and physio-therapist
Activities: Fitness, social events, daily programs and
activities, lectures, movies, bridge, gardening, weekly
live musical events.
Food: 3 meals a day, afternoon tea daily, focus on
nutrition, special dietary requirements, MK certified
Housekeeping: Daily, laundry included
Chapel: Synagogue and services on site

Phone: 514-481-5638
Fax: 514-481-2973
Email: vicky_stewart@can.salvationarmy.org
Contact: Vicky Stewart
Capacity: 50
Care: assisted living
Security: alarms, call bells, monitors, staff 24/7
Medical: doctor weekly, nurses 7 days
Nearby: metro, CLSC, library, shops
Services: foot care clinic, hairdresser, pharmacist,
manicure, pedicure
Activities: outings, exercise, speakers
Food: 3 meals a day
Housekeeping: weekly, laundry included
Chapel: Catholic & Protestant on site
Price: $2,400-$3,400, based on room size and
services required.

Phone: 514-485-3030
Cell: 514-726-1181
Fax: 514-485-2932
Contact: Mario Poliziani
Capacity: 18-24
Care: autonomous, semi-autonomous, assisted
living, care, convalescence, respite
Security: monitors, fire alarms, call bells, alarms
Medical: doctor monthly, nursing aides 24/7
Nearby: metro, bus, CLSC, pharmacy, pool, library,
mall, hospital
Services: hairdresser, manicure/pedicure
Activities: exercise, music, games
Food: 3 meals a day
Housekeeping: daily, (personal laundry service
available), laundry included for bedding/towels only
A/C: included
Price: $2,900-$3,900

Phone: 514-933-7975
Fax: 514-933-3773
Email: fulford@fulfordresidence.com
Website: www.fulfordresidence.com
Contact: Marie-France Lacoste
Capacity: 38
Security: alarms, call bells, camera
Care: independent, assisted living
Medical: doctor 2 days/wk & on call,
nurse 7 days/wk
Nearby: Guy-Concordia metro, CLSC, pharmacy
Services: hairdresser, manicure, foot care
Activities: bingo, outings, music, exercise, speakers,
painting, games, crafts
Food: 3 meals a day, plus tea and snacks
Housekeeping: daily, laundry included
Chapel: Catholic and Anglican on site
Price: $2,750 - $3,725

5555 Trent, Côte St Luc

4413 Montclair

SNOWDON

6332 Sherbrooke W., Montreal

WESTMOUNT

1221 Guy, Montreal

VILLE ST-LAURENT

Caldwell Residences

Manoir Westmount

Place Kensington

Manoir de Casson

Phone: 514-737-7774
Email: sheryl@caldwellresidences.com
wilma@caldwellresidences.com
Contact: Sheryl Besner/Wilma Magonet
Capacity: 650
Care: autonomous
Security: cameras/monitors
Medical: CLSC services available
Amenities nearby: metro, CLSC, mall
Activities: animator, exercise, choir, library,
discussions, outings
Food: no meals
Housekeeping: upon request
Price: according to income

Phone: 514-937-3943
Fax: 514-937-3946
Email: tomthompson@manoirwestmount.ca
Contact: Cathy Barogiannis
Capacity: 125
Care: autonomous
Security: 24hr receptionist/security
Medical: 24hr health care professional
Nearby: CLSC, hospital, shopping, pharmacy, banks
Services: podiatrist, manicure, pedicure,
hairdresser, bank
Activities: full time animator, games, outings,
concerts, speakers
Food: 3 meals a day included
Housekeeping: included daily
Chapel: all denominations
Price: from $2,070

Phone: 514-935-1212 • Fax: 514-989-1009
Email: info@placekensington.com
Contact: Pamela Hendy or Sylvia Zagury
Capacity: fully renovated apartments, 180 units
Medical: doctor on call, nurse 24/7
Care: autonomous, light care, assisted living
Security: alarms, call bells, monitors, sprinklers,
doorman
Nearby: metro, CLSC, pool, plaza, hospitals, stores,
churches, synagogues
Services: physiotherapist, pharmacist, manicure,
hairdresser, podiatrist
Activities: concerts, aquafit, games, fitness, movies,
lectures, outings
Food: 3 meals a day
Chapel: all denominations
Housekeeping: weekly, laundry facilities
Price: $3,700-$6,500

Phone: 514-748-1396
Fax: 514-748-0869
Web: retirementconcepts.com/homes/manoir-de-casson/
Contact: Marketing Manager
Capacity: 183 units, studios 1 & 2 bdrm apts
Care: independent and assisted living
Included: wood floors, full kitchens,
large bathrooms, easy access with higher toilets,
electricity, hot water, 2 meals/day
Security: emergency call bells
Amenities: heated pool, whirlpool, outdoor terrace
Services: 24-hour reception. 24/7 nurse
Medical: 24h on-duty nurse, weekly doctor visits
Price: According to size apt and plan of services

5750 Lemieux #116, Montreal

4646 Sherbrooke W, Westmount

4430 Ste Catherine W, Montreal

775 Muir Street, St. Laurent

Bereavement group open to all faiths

Riverside Ramblers Walking Club, for ages 50+

A group for those in mourning
resumes at Dorshei Emet synagogue,
18 Cleve Rd, Hampstead during the
week of Oct 14 on either a Tuesday
or a Wednesday afternoon.
The group is open to all faith
communities and will consist of
6-8 sessions of approximately 90
minutes. Howard Richler, who is

Walk together for fitness and fun
along Verdun’s scenic riverside path
Tuesday & Friday, 10am-11:30am
year round, weather permitting.
Walkers meet at Repaire Jeunesse
Dawson Boys & Girls Club, 666
Woodland, Verdun. Free with Dawson membership ($15/year).
Free tryout.

spearheading the group, said that
dealing with the loss of a loved one
in a group setting was helpful to
him after the loss of his wife Ruth 18
years ago. The group will be led by
Donna Kuzmarov.
If you are interested or know
someone who might benefit, contact
Howard at hrichler@gmail.com

Contact Marc Paradis, Coordinator of the Seniors 50+ Program
at 514-767-9967 # 236.
Facebook:
Riverside Ramblers
Walking Club
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SÉLECTION RETRAITE

1 844 387-1757

More than 40 residences

Résidence LaSalle

1070 Shevchenko Blvd, LaSalle

Contact: Mickael Pollard
Capacity: 106
Level or care: autonomous, semi-autonomous
Medical: auxiliary nurse available, doctor visits,
medication administration ($)
Security: 24h monitoring, emergency call system
Services: hairdresser ($) and housekeeping ($)
weekly housekeeping included
Activities: organized recreation and leisure programs
Nearby: CLSC, hospital, grocery store
Food: daily meals & snacks included
Religious services: Tuesday mass

Tours Angrignon

1500 Angrignon Blvd, LaSalle

Waldorf

7400 Côte St. Luc Rd, Côte St. Luc

Contact: Michael Goldwax
Capacity: 214
Level or care: autonomous, assisted and CHSLD
Medical: nurses and PABs 24h, weekly doctor visit,
medication administration, palliative care
Security: 24h monitoring, emergency call system
Paid services: hair salon
Activities: daily exercise, aqua fitness, swimming
pool, lecture series, quiet garden
Nearby: shopping centre, pharmacies
Food: 3 delicious kosher meals a day
Religious services: on-site synagogue

Le Cambridge

340 Hymus Blvd, Pointe-Claire

Contact: Michèle Souvay
Capacity: 449
Level or care: autonomous, semi-autonomous
Medical: registered nurse available 24h,
medication administration, doctor visits, care units
Security: 24h monitoring, emergency call system
Nearby: Carrefour Angrignon, Parc Angrignon,
Métro Angrignon
Paid services: dépanneur, hairdresser and
housekeeping
Activities: pool, fitness centre, organized recreation
and leisure programs
Food: dining room with table service
Religious services: chapel and Wednesday mass

Contact: Jacques or Belinda
Capacity: 533
Level or care: autonomous and semi-autonomous
Medical: registered nurse 5 days/week, LPN 7 days a
week, health centre, care floor; offering assisted living
for convalescence and permanent accommodations
Security: emergency call bell system, 24 hr surveillance
Paid services: meals, housekeeping, hairdresser,
convenience store, pharmacy, bistro
Activities: indoor/outdoor pool, cinema, mini golf,
billiard room, exercise room & classes, shuttle service,
outings & more
Food: lunch and dinner with table service
Religious services: Catholic and Protestant mass

Sélection West Island

Sélection Îles-des-Sœurs

15 Place de la Triade, Pointe-Claire

Contact: Lucie Laperrière
Capacity: 307
Care: autonomous and semi-autonomous, memory
care floor for Alzheimer’s and Dementia, respite
Medical: 24/7 auxiliary nurses, weekly doctor visit,
medication administration
Security: alarms, call bells, monitors, cameras,
24 hr concierge
Paid services: housekeeping, laundry facilities,
hairdresser, luxurious spa, indoor parking
Onsite: cinema, fitness and art rooms, indoor pool,
family room, library, bar/party room, shuttle
Nearby: shopping mall, pharmacy, grocery store
Activities: animator, outings, exercise, swimming,
music, games, speakers, movies
Food: Dining room with table service, 3 meals/day,
afternoon snack, flexible meal options
Chapel: non-denominational
A/C: included
Pets: allowed

selectionretraite.com

Sélection Graham

1935 Graham Blvd, Town of Mount-Royal

Contact: Daniel Sigler
Capacity: 144 apartments
Level or care: autonomous, semi-autonomous
Medical: 24h medical staff, monthly doctor visit
Security: call bells, security alarms, 24h cameras
Nearby: train station, park, SAQ, banks, library,
restaurants
Services: hairdresser, pedicure, manicure
Activities: classes, concerts, outings, games,
fitness, conferences
Food: gourmet restaurant, 2 meals per day
Housekeeping: not included

Vice Versa Châteuguay

110 de Gaspé W, Châteauguay

Contact: Marie-Claude Daoust
Capacity: 296
Level or care: autonomous, semi-autonomous
Medical: registered nurse available 24h,
medication administration
Security: 24h monitoring, emergency call system
Paid services: housekeeping, laundry, hairdresser
Onsite: cinema, fitness and art rooms, indoor pool,
library, indoor courtyard
Nearby: shopping mall, pharmacy, grocery store
Activities: animator, outings, exercise, swimming,
music, games, speakers, movies
Food: Dining room with table service,
flexible meal options

Vista

5300 Côte St-Luc Rd, Montreal

Studios, 1 or 2 bedroom, penthouse
Contact: Carlos Solomon • Capacity: 215
Care: independent, assisted living, memory care
Medical: 24/7 licensed practical nurses and
caregivers, medication administration
Security: alarms, call bells, monitors, cameras,
emergency call system
Services: housekeeping, laundry, care & assistance
Onsite: cinema, fitness and art rooms, indoor pool,
dépanneur, pharmacy, library
Nearby: grocery store, metro and public transit,
clinics and hospital
Activities: daily exercise class, aqua fitness, outings,
conferences, arts & crafts, movies, billiard, bridge
Food: Dining room with very flexible plans from
occasional dining to 3 meals per day
Chapel: non-denominational
Included: heating, A/C

Vaudreuil

3041 Boul de la Gare, Vaudreuil-Dorion

Contact: Stéphane Guy
Capacity: 199
Level or care: autonomous
Medical: nursing staff 8am to 4pm,
bi monthly doctor
Security: 24h monitoring, emergency call system
Paid services: hair salon, housekeeping, laundry
Activities: recreation, aqua fitness, pool, outings,
conferences, arts & crafts, movies, billiards
Nearby: shopping centre, pharmacies, CLSC
Food: Dining room with table service,
2 meals a day

325 chemin de la Pointe-Sud, Nun’s Island

Contact: André Grégoire
Capacity: 325
Care: independent living, assisted living, respite
Medical: 24/7 nursing care, registered nurse on-site
five days a week, weekly doctor visit, medication
administration
Security: alarms, call bells, monitors, cameras,
24h concierge
Paid services: on-site Pharmacy with Pharmacist,
housekeeping, laundry facilities, hairdresser, personal
trainer, spa, indoor parking, pedicure
Onsite: cinema, fitness and art rooms, indoor pool,
bowling alley, dépanneur, Pharmacy, 3D golf simulator,
family room, library, bar/party rooms, bus/shuttle
Nearby: shopping mall, pharmacy, grocery store, golf
Activities: animator, outings, exercise, swimming,
concerts, bowling, games, movies, golf
Food: Dining room with full service dining with liquor
permit, 3 meals/day, snacks, flexible meal options
Chapel: Church service once a week
A/C: included Pets: not allowed

Jardins D’Italie

5650 rue du Hautbois, St-Léonard

Contact: Angela Minicucci
Capacity: 197 apartments
Level or care: autonomous, semi-autonomous
Medical: nurse 7 days a week, doctor visit once
a week
Security: 24/7, emergency cords in every apt.
(bathroom and bedroom)
Nearby: Galeries d’Anjou, CLSC, hospital,
pharmacy, library, park, Catholic Church
Paid services: hairdresser, manicure, pedicure,
podiatrist
Activities: animator, games, speakers, dancing,
watercolour painting, creative arts, billiards, yoga
& fitness classes
Food: Dining room with table service – 2 meals a day
(lunch & dinner)

Please contact us for prices
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Sélection Deux-Montagnes
10, 8e Ave.Deux-Montagnes

Contact: Geneviève
Capacity: 235
Level or care: Autonomous and
semi-autonomous
Medical: Nursing staff 24/7
Security: 24h monitoring, emergency call system
Paid services: Hair salon, esthetician, pharmacy,
housekeeping, laundry, care & assistance
Activities: Recreation, aqua fitness, pool,
outings, conferences, arts & crafts, movies,
exercise, concerts, virtual golf, billiards, library
Nearby: Restaurants, grocery stores,
pharmacies, CLSC
Food: Dining room with table service,
3 meals a day

WEST ISLAND RESIDENCES

Manoir Pierrefonds /
Residence Victoria

18465 Gouin West, Montreal

Phone: 514-626-6651
Contact: Andrei Stanica
Email: astanica@manoirpierrefonds.com
Capacity: 186
Care: autonomous, semi-autonomous,
assisted living
Security: call bells, security alarms,
24hr surveillance, cameras
Medical: doctor weekly, auxiliary nurse 7 days/7
Nearby: CLSC, hospital, pharmacy, convenience store
Paid services: manicure, pedicure, hairdresser
Activities: games, pool table, outings, cinema,
outdoor pool, petanque
Food: dining room
Housekeeping: weekly
Religious services: Catholic, chapel
Price: starting at $1,400

Villa Beaurepaire

Château Pierrefonds

Château Dollard

Phone: 514-697-0123 • Fax: 514-697-9047
Email: bureau@villabeaurepaire.com
Website: www.villabeaurepaire.com
Contact person: Mary Stuart
Capacity: 50 apts (studios 3½, 4½)
Care: autonomous and semi-autonomous
Security: cameras at entrances
Nearby: Beaurepaire Village, restaurants, pharmacy,
boutiques, bus stop, Lake St. Louis
Services: Building manager, janitor, activities,
laundry rooms, terrace, parking
Included: heat, hot water, electricity and cable.
Elevator, balconies or terrace
Food: Lunch daily Mon. to Fri. included and served in
our dining room.
Pets: Indoor cats only, no dogs
Price: Studio $1,160, 1-bdrm $1,366,
2-bdrm $1,492 (additional charge for 2nd person)
rental subsidies available

Phone: 514-626-2300
Fax: 514-696-8910
Email: info@chateaupierrefonds.com
Contact: Monique or Pierre Laplante
Capacity: 118
Care: autonomous, semi-autonomous, short/
long term, convalescence, respite, special units for
Alzheimer’s
Security: alarm & sprinkler systems,
call bells, cameras
Housekeeping: daily, weekly
Nearby: bus, CLSC, pharmacy, library, parks
Medical: doctor 1/wk, LPN 7/wk, 24hr nurse’s aide
Services: banking, manicure/pedicure,
laundry, hairdresser
Activities: animator, outings, exercise, music,
games, pet therapy, dog on site
Food: 3 first class meals, plus 2 snacks
Price: from $2,600

Phone: 514-685-4444
Fax: 514-685-2956
Contact: Gina Luci or Teresa Poce
Care: semi-autonomous, assisted living,
Alzheimer’s care, nursing care, respite available
Security: alarms, call bells, camera, sprinklers
Medical: doctor weekly, PABS, RNAs 24/7
Nearby: bus, CLSC, mall, hospital 10 km
Amenities: library, tuck shop,
theatre, activity room
Services: hairdresser, manicure/pedicure
Activities: recreational coordinator, exercise,
music, bingo, entertainment,
daily activities available
Food: 3 meals/day plus 2 snacks
Housekeeping: weekly included
Chapel: Catholic, Protestant
Price: start at $2,750

23 Fieldfare, Beaconsfield

15928 Gouin W, Ste-Geneviève

1055 Tecumseh, D.D.O.

NEW BRUNSWICK

Chartwell Manoir Kirkland
2 Canvin St., Kirkland

Phone: 514-695-1253 • Cell: 438-831-1364
Contact: Heidi Wise (Retirement Living Consultant)
Email: hwise@chartwell.com
Capacity: 182 apartments
Care: independent living, nursing supervision
and care services
Security: 24 hour emergency call system,
24 hour cameras
Medical: weekly doctor visits, nursing care 7 days
Nearby: CLSC, hospital, pharmacy, library,
mall, clinic
Services: manicure, pedicure, hairdresser
Activities: concerts, dances, outings, exercise,
aqua-fitness, crafts, internet, Tai Chi
Onsite: heated indoor pool, home theatre, library,
pool table, convenience store, award winning
garden, indoor parking
Food: choice of menu and meal packages
Housekeeping: laundry and housekeeping
Chapel: liturgical services

Chartwell Le Wellesley

Residence CHSLD HERRON

Phone: 514-697-7331 • Cell: 514-209-3465
Contact: Viviane Meslage
(Retirement Living Consultant)
Email: vmeslage@chartwell.com
Capacity: 157 apartments
Care: autonomous, semi-autonomous living, nursing
supervision and care services
Security: call bells, alarm, 24 hr cameras
Medical: weekly doctor visits, nursing care 7 days
Nearby: CLSC, hospital, pharmacies, library, malls
Services: manicure, hairdresser, foot clinic
Activities: animator, concerts, dances, exercise,
bridge, outings, art, teatime
Onsite: pub / bistro, library, pool table, convenience
store, pharmacy
Food: continuous service, choice of menu and meal
packages
Housekeeping: included
Chapel: liturgical services and transportation to
Sunday services

Phone: 514-700-6885
Contact: Tina Pettinicchi
Email: info@chsldherron.com
Website: residenceherron.com
Care: semi-autonomous
Security: attendant 24/7
Medical: on-site doctor available,
nursing assistant 7days / wk
Services: weekly housekeeping service
Activities: 7 / week
Food: 3 meals / day
Price: $3,300 / month

230 Hymus, Pointe Claire

2400 Herron Road, Dorval

Retirement Miramichi Inc.

470 Ironmen Rd., Miramichi, N.B.

Phone: 888-844-2001 • Fax: 1-506-773-0822
Website: www.retirenb.ca
Contact: Tracy Fernandez
Care: autonomous
Security: fire alarms
Nearby: bus, pharmacy, pool, gym, library, mall
Services: lawn mowing, driveway snow removal
Activities: outings, exercise, music, games,
on-site social centre
Religious services: facilities nearby
Pets: all pets allowed
Price: starting at $577

Hero Run for cancer wellness in Kirkland Oct. 12

The West Island Cancer Wellness
Centre invites families to dress up
as their favourite superheroes and
run or walk 5km in Kirkland at
their 2nd annual Hero Run.
It starts at 1pm on Sat. Oct. 12
behind the Kirkland Super C at
3700 St-Charles Blvd. and continues
along a pedestrian path, past Holleuffer Park.
Register online at wicwc.org for
$25. Children under 12 run free.
“This fundraiser is special because
it allows families to band together
to be heroes for those living with

cancer,” says Debbie Magwood,
Founder and Executive Director.
The West Island Cancer Wellness
Centre (WICWC) is dedicated to
offering care and support to anyone
experiencing cancer – either themselves or that of a loved one.
Their approach focuses on improving the health and well- being
of people living with cancer by addressing their emotional, physical
and spiritual needs.
Programs and services are free.
Info: 514-695-9355
maggie@wicwc.org
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Guide to LE GROUPE MAURICE

Les Jardins Millen

Ambiance Île-des-Soeurs

Les Verrières du Golf

2400 des Nations, Saint-Laurent

800 Gagné, LaSalle

Phone: 514-334-5757 • Fax: 514-334-6767
Email: rl@lesjardinsmillen.com
Website: lesjardinsmillen.com
Capacity: 309 service apts, 27 care studios
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 514-331-2003 • Fax: 514-331-2266
Email: rl@lesverrieresdugolf.com
Website: lesverrieresdugolf.com
Capacity: 235 service apts, 8 care studios
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 514-364-0004 • Fax: 514-364-1110
Email: rl@lecavalierlasalle.com
Website: lecavalierlasalle.com
Capacity: 269 service apts
Care: autonomous with à la carte services
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

ORA

Le 22

50 Place du Commerce, Île-des-Sœurs

1500 Jacques-Casault Street, Montreal

4400, Jean-Talon E.

Phone: 514-768-2888 • Fax: 514-768-3113
Email: rl@ambianceiledessoeurs.com
Website: ambianceiledessoeurs.com
Capacity: 204 service apts, 48 signature care studios
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 514-370-8787 • Fax: 514-370-8529
Email: info@residenceora.com
Website: residenceora.com
Capacity: 363 service apts, 25 condos,
21 signature care studios
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 514-372-3838 • Fax: 514-373-9797
Email: rl@residencele22.com
Website: residencele22.com
Capacity: 317 services apt, 20 signature care studios,
4 signature care apts
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Lilo

Le Cavalier

10,800 Millen Ave, Montreal

L’Image D’Outremont

Le Felix Vaudreuil-Dorion

Vent de L’Ouest

4500 Jacques-Bizard Blvd, Sainte-Geneviève
Phone: 514-620-4666 • Fax: 514-620-8666
Email: rl@ventdelouest.com
Website: ventdelouest.com
Capacity: 206 service apts, 38 signature care studios
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Le Savignon

105 Boul Don Quichotte, Île-Perrot

1040 Rockland Ave, Outremont

3223 De la Gare Blvd, Vaudreuil-Dorion

3111 Victoria Street, Lachine

Phone: 514-646-8008 • Fax: 514-646-8009
Email: rl@residencelilo.com
Website: residencelilo.com
Capacity: 287 service apts, 23 signature care studios
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 514-948-1040 • Fax: 514-948-5563
Email: rl@limagedoutremont.com
Website: limagedoutremont.com
Capacity: 119 service apts, 33 signature care studios,
21 signature apts
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 450-455-7889 • Fax: 450-455-7813
Email: rl@lefelixvaudreuildorion.com
Website: lefelixvaudreuildorion.com
Capacity: 208 service apts, 27 signature care studios,
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 514-634-4646 • Fax: 514-634-4242
Email: rl@lesavignon.com
Website: lesavignon.com
Capacity: 324 units (248 apts, 59 condos, 17 care units)
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply
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GERDY’S PET PARADE brought to you by Gerdy’s Rescues & Adoptions

Seniors are ideal to adopt older pets

Sandy Lg
Very few potential adopters are interested in
senior animals. Be that as it may, senior animals
deserve a loving, forever home. The safety net
for pets has become seniors themselves.
They can appreciate the minor aches and pains
of aging and also the company of a more mature
pet who may enjoy sitting on laps or taking fewer
or slower walks.
Senior pets enjoy everything that junior pets
do except perhaps as not as vigorously. What all
pets have in common is the need for love and the
ability to return that love unconditionally.

Some senior pets have developed a wonderful
sense of humor and do a great job of entertaining with all their antics, all the while enjoying the
closeness with their new human companion. I have
senior pets and they are funny, cuddly, and loving
and I love them to bits! Plus I’m never lonely.
Some pets may also be sad, not understanding
why they were no longer wanted. Usually seniors
have more time to spend with their new charges
and gentle hands and warm hearts to teach them
to feel secure and loved once again. These relationships can be the most rewarding because
that kind of bond is built on understanding,

Gus and Max are looking for a new home for
a most unusual reason. While their owner
is returning to the UK this fall, they may
have to be quarantined for months because
BREXIT may impose new laws for incoming
pets! Since these loving brothers are now 10,
a long time away from family would likely
stress them out.
Gus, a handsome black and white fellow
Gus and his brother Max, an equally handsome
grey and white chap are healthy and have
been neutered, vaccinated, and vet checked.
They are sweet, gentle and indoor cats only.
We are looking for a quiet home where they
will be the only pets. This pair of boys will
keep you company during the long wintry
Max nights ahead. info@gerdysrescue.org

kindness and reciprocated love. And so, we are
searching for senior heroes for our cats and dogs
who need the kind of home only they can provide.
If you have the time and the desire, we can match
you with a perfect companion.
Contact Gerdy’s rescue at info@gerdysrescue.org
and mention that you are interested in a senior
pet. It could be the best connection you make.
Below is an example of a bonded pair in desperate need of a home as their person is leaving
the country. They are wonderful indoor cats who
cannot be separated.
To adopt: info@gerdysrescue.org

Darling Diego was abandoned after 12
years. Here are some facts about him:
He loves giving headbutts. He doesn’t
believe in space; he will cuddle as close
as possible to your face. He is active
and loves to play but will equally relax
on the couch with you. He wants all
your attention. Prepare your guests to
be greeted at all times. He has no fear
besides the vacuum cleaner. He’s a big
boy! (A giant ball of fluff!) He appreciates a clean litter box. He loves men.
When Diego arrived, it was discovered he was diabetic and needed dental
work. He has had his dental work and
we’ve been working hard to put his diabetes into remission. This means he will

not need insulin if he stays strictly on
wet diabetic food.
He does well in a home with cats but
prefers to be the dominant one. This
senior boy is so full of life and love, he
will make the perfect lap cat.
info@gerdysrescue.org

First Class Boarding for all your pets:
Dogs • Cats • Birds • Rodents • Reptiles
Since 1990

IBPSA • IPATA • CQCD • CCMM • CKC

Photo 2
Photo 1

Photo 3

Photo 4
•
•
•
•
•
•

Boarding
Grooming
Pet Photography
Activities • Daycare
International Pet Relocation
Pickup & Delivery 7 days a week

514 631-1755
By Appointment Only

Photo 5

Photo 6

DORVAL

www.Manoir-Kanisha.com
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LIFE WELL CELEBRATED

CELEBRATE
YOUR LIFE,
YOUR
WAY.

YOUR EXCURSIONS,
YOUR WAY.
_
There are as many
ways to celebrate life
as there are stars
in the sky.
Creating a
100% personalized
tribute that embraces
your passions.

Be active, be caring — for Generations children

dessert are prepared and delivered each day to
selected schools. When appropriate, the children
bring their plates to the stainless steel containers
Natalie
to be filled by volunteers. We offer a different hot
meal each day and families do not pay.
Bercovici
We thank our donors and volunteers who make
our food programs possible and individuals who
This is the time of the year when we focus our want to make a difference. Jason Gannon of
attention on bringing in breakfast, lunch and Options High School is setting up a fundraiser
with an incredible challenge. On October 17,
snacks to hungry school children.
Our delivery program begins with purchasing students and staff are committed to a non-stop
and stocking the food on our shelves and then 24-hour row to raise funds for Generations who
preparing orders for delivery all over Montreal. also support the Alternative School Network.
Requests come in daily. Volunteers at the schools Contact jgannon@emsb.qc.ca
Resilience and the confidence to overcome
prepare breakfast and/or lunch, and snacks are
given out to students according to needs, which the unknown is also a chief objective and the
students will be proud of their participation in
include afterschool learning activities.
Hot meals, including portions of salad, beef/ this challenge. generationsfoundation.com
poultry, vegetables, pasta/bread and fresh fruit/ charity@generationsfoundation.com

Generations

This is the commitment
of our professionals.


514 483-1870
dignitequebec.com
Pointe-Claire
Saint-Lambert
Notre-Dame-de-Grâce

Jason Gannon

CALDWELL RESIDENCES Stamps to honour Our Man
Why live ALONE?

Caldwell Residences provides housing within a safe
community environment to independent people who are
50 years and over with a low to moderate income.
Our buildings are in Côte St. Luc & the Snowdon
area close to the Cummings Center.
• Security
• Sprinkler system throughout
the building
• Cleaning Services on demand
• Recreational and Educational
Activities
• Exercise Program
• Holiday Celebrations
• Close to Shopping Center,
Bus, Metro, Pharmacy, Bank,
and Local CLSC

For more information
call Caldwell Residences

5750 Lemieux Ave
Montreal

514-737-7774
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Canada Post has unveiled three
stamps honouring Leonard
Cohen, the Montreal-born singer
songwriter, poet, and novelist, on
the 85th anniversary of his birth,
Sept. 21, 1934.
The images on the stamps and the
Official First Day Covers highlight
three milestones in his career:
• His debut as a songwriter and
performer with his classic tunes
Suzanne and So Long Marianne.
• His resurgence in popularity
in the 1980s and early 1990s when
he performed the much covered
Hallelujah.
• His return to world stages in his
70’s, after being embezzled by his
then manager, with his successful
18-month world tour, and the release of his highly praised final studio

albums, Popular Problems and You
Want it Darker, which won the 2018
Grammy for Best Rock Performance.
Cohen died November 7, 2016,
after he fell at home in Los Angeles,
where he chose to live so he could
be close to his son Adam, daughter
Lorca, and grandchildren.
The stamps were applauded by
Robert Kory, Cohen’s manager,
estate trustee, and friend, who said:
“Leonard was always deeply appreciative of his Canadian heritage,
and would have been moved by this
honour from Canada Post.”
Canada Post said it was proud
to pay tribute to Cohen with these
stamps because he was a “memorably gifted man whose words and
music have touched Canadians and
people around the world.”

MOVERS & SHAKERS
LES SERVICES
D’EXTERMINATION SD Inc.
Repairs guaranteed
Complete roof
complete insurance
complete maintenance
Free estimate
FINANCING AVAILABLE
RBQ : 5721-5766-01

Call Benoit: 514-250-4811

RESIDENTIAL
LONG DISTANCE • STORAGE
Packing & Wrapping
with Insurance
Reliable & Affordable
Professional with 60 years experience
Call and ask for Promotion

514.939.0099

www.pannetonpanneton.com

MOVING SERVICE DE DÉMÉNAGEMENT

Since 1971

Moving & Storage
Make the right move
Family operated

•Free Estimate • Written Guarantee
•Insect & rodent control
•Treatment for bedbugs, mice & roaches
•Residential, Commercial & Industrial

•
•
•
•

Tel: 514-274-1100
Fax: 514-274-1459

220 Jean-Talon West, Montreal

514-735-8148

sdexterminatingservices@gmail.com

Mayer

Deluxe private retirement
condominium for rent,
with services. Located in
the newly opened Phase 2
of Réseau Sélection
West Island.

IN-HOME CARE SERVICES
Helping Seniors Live Well at Home
• Companionship • 24/7 & Hourly Options
• Cognitive Therapeutics • Alzheimer’s Care

Roofing

n All types of roofing:
flat, slope and white roofs
n Membrane/Rubber
n Tar
n Shingles
n Serving the Greater Montreal area

Call Jean:
514-894-7824

Speak With a Care Advisor Now

514-232-6445

FREE ESTIMATE 514-292-3742
RBQ: 5665-6747-01
IKO certified and fully insured

• Professional, Competitive Prices
• 30 Years of Experience
• Member of ACQ
• Insured with no Deductibles to be paid
• Free Wardrobe Boxes & Mattress Covers
• 10% Discount for Seniors

SEPTEMBER SOLUTIONS

PIANO TUNING
Fine tuning $88
Call / Text
514-206-0449

10 %
OFF

with
this ad.

Local, Long Distance, Pianos, Storage, etc...

Free Estimate 514-336-2654

"We're Batting a Hundred!"
ACROSS
1 Philosopher known
for his "razor"
6 Eric Clapton's band, once
11 "Baptist" prefix
14 Avignon's river
15 Pea, bean or lentil
16 Collar a crook
17 Once Issur Danielovitch,
actor now aged 102 and
star of "Spartacus"
19 In vitro items
20 Con's home-made knife
21 Appropriate
22 "Wind in the Willows"
character
23 Caviar's make-up
25 Asian basketry palm
28 Spud exporting US state
30 Lemming's nemesis
31 Austrian-Hungarian who
lived to 103 and founded
Paramount Pictures
34 Top-Flite supporters
36 Source of reflection
37 Temporary
40 Publishers, e.g.
44 Trojan War hero
46 Rough up
47 Producer and director who
was born Perlmutter, now
aged 104 and produced

29

52
53
54
55
56
57
60
62
63
68
69
70
71
72
73

Adrian Powell

Alfred Hitchcock Presents
Lion's dinner, sometimes
Kind of alcohol
Deer-like Asian buffalo
Something to stand on
Little pigs' hang-out
Rapscallion
Crafty ploy
Highlander's hat
Actor and comedian born
Nathan Birnbaum, lived
to 100 and acted like God
Female sheep
Teen sleuth Drew
Smart phone reception
Ben, to Little Joe
Boiled water
___ Carte, opera company

DOWN
1 Planet Mindy visited
2 White Sox city, briefly
3 Light foundation garment
4 Pharaoh's key of life
5 Site of Mohammed's tomb
6 Brains of a PC
7 Alternative to a bare floor
8 "A-Tisket, A-Tasket" singer
9 Pronto , in brief
10 Latin Americans with
mixed ancestry
11 Inuit outerwear

12 Code talker's language
13 One who suspends
an action, in law
18 Prolific Roman love poet
23 Indian flatbread
24 A wrestling Hart brother
26 Part of a saddle
27 Baba who said
"Open Sesame."
29 Wheat used to make pasta
32 Jail
33 1982 movie "48 ___"
35 On the squalid side
38 Adjusts the wheels
39 Quaint public house
41 Flatfish that soars
through the water
42 Letter from Viking times
43 Snail's cousin
45 Dinner ___ carte
47 One inside another
48 Bytown, once
49 Ended similarly, say
50 Bygone times
51 Did some finger painting
58 Chicken or lamb
59 Southern corn bread
61 Japanese wrestling style
64 Big name in phonographs
65 YMCA area
66 Zilch
67 Deceptively cunning

1

2

3

4

5

6

14

7

17

10

11

21
25

24

26

42

43

66

67

29

33

36
38

39

40

44
48

28
32

35

37

13

22

27

31

34

12

19

18

30

47

9

16
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23

8

15

41
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49
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52

51

54
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55

56

57

62

63

68

69
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71

72

73

58

59

60
64

WE DELIVER! • FIRST CLASS MAIL! • BRING US RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR.

Name:
Address:
City:
Postal Code:
Tel:

Reliable
Affordable
Licensed & insured
Local & long distance

Prov:

61

65

Please make cheque or
money order payable to:
5890 Monkland Ave. #202
Montreal, QC H4A 1G2
or pay by
or

1 YEAR • 9 ISSUES + THE ANNUAL RESOURCE DIRECTORY

Tel: 514-484-5033
Fax: 514-484-8254
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With the Langer family at Gvaot Bar

Times and Places
Barbara Moser

View of Haifa from Panorama St. in Carmel Centre

Returning to Israel: memories of my youth and new discoveries
The minute I read Sagi’s email that his father
Uri, my cousin, had died, I knew I had to return
to Israel to be with his widow, Aliza. Uri had
been on a trip to Vienna with his sons, Sagi and
Tamir, and on the plane home, he had a heart
attack. The plane landed in Belgrade but it was
too late. He was 77.
Irwin and I had just returned from Portugal and
I was still jetlagged. I would put the September
issue to bed and leave the day before it came out.
Air Canada was offering flights through Toronto,
a total pain, but when I got to Trudeau airport,
my name was called and I was transferred to a
direct flight, which saved time and trouble. On
the way back, I had to go through TO, and almost missed the flight. Try to get a direct flight,
no matter what.
I took the train from Ben Gurion Airport to
Haifa and Aliza picked me up and we drove up
Mount Carmel to her house on Einstein St. where
she and Uri have lived since they were married 54
years ago.
My connection with the family runs deep.
When I was 22, considering settling in Israel, they
invited me to live with them and helped me find
a job teaching English.

Uri’s father and my grandfather were first cousins but we became much closer than that in the
four years I remained in Haifa.
Now I was back in the same house on Einstein
spending three weeks in Israel, back in the room
I had when I was 22.
It has been eight years since Irwin and I were
here and much has changed. Among my old
haunts, I discovered an abundance of new cafés
and shops. My favourite haunt was Shimon’s
or as it is called Top Topi, a tiny sandwich joint
where I used to sit after work and drink Café Hafooh, Upside down coffee, called that because you
put the hot milk in first and then the coffee and
the milk rises to the top.
In some ways, Israel is far more sophisticated
than Canada or even the USA. A small example
is the menu in one of the restos, a tablet with all
the options, like a search engine. You can click on
salads, vegan, gluten- free, vegetarian, fish. There
are overlaps and there is a photo of each dish with
all the ingredients, this “patent” both in Hebrew
and English. “Patent” is a Hebrew word for “new
idea or innovation.”
Another day, I visit a hairdresser in Merkaz Ha
Carmel, Carmel Center and retrace my steps 46

years ago walking up and down Shderot Hanasi,
(President’s Way) the main street, checking out
which shops remain. Almost everything is different but I can visualize it as it was then. After all,
we are very impressionable when we are young.
In the evening, Aliza’s cousins Itzik and Avital, take me to Hof HaCarmel, Carmel Beach, a
boardwalk extending about six kilometers along
the Mediterranean. There are restaurants and
playgrounds, an amphitheatre and a huge expanse
where mostly 50+ couples dance on Saturday evenings. My hosts tell me this goes on all along the
coast of Israel, in the winter on Saturday mornings
and on summer evenings. The dances are complex
but the dancers seem to know them all.
This dance activity, like other Israeli pastimes,
cannot be replicated elsewhere. It’s like the Friday morning breakfasts when Israelis enjoy 10 or
more little bowls of cheese, tuna salad, guacamole,
labenah, finely-chopped salad, bread, pastries,
eggs done to your order, fresh juice and coffee.
A “one-person” portion (about $20) is definitely
enough for two.
Friends come every day to visit Aliza; some of
them I haven’t seen in over 40 years. None have
divorced. It doesn’t exist among Aliza and Uri’s

Tarte au pomegranate for the Jewish New Year

Haifa resto and bakery in Carmel Centre serves
a fabulous Israeli breakfast

Walking the dogs on the Carmel Beach boardwalk
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Colourful cacti at Nursery in Rahat

Sagi Langer showing us the fruit of his garden

Rahat greenhouse shopper

friends. We discuss politics, namely the upcoming
election. None are pleased with Bibi Netanyahu
but afraid that the Kahol Lavon (Blue-White)
party hasn’t got the experience to lead the government. At least Bibi keeps us safe, says one friend.
All agree he is corrupt and will be prosecuted.
One morning, I take the bus up to Dalyat El
Carmel, the main Druz village beyond Haifa University, the tallest point in Haifa. I pass the university, now composed of several buildings. There
was only one when I studied there in 1972/73, as
one of the first students to enter the Master’s Program in English Literature.
El Carmel is more populated but otherwise, the
same dust covers the souvenirs in the shop at the
top of the hill and the same owner, more wizened
but still friendly, sells his wares. Everything I pick
up has dust on it as though it hasn’t moved in 40
years. And this is not an antique shop.
I walk into a restaurant offering Israeli/Druz
fare and choose a variety of “salads” for 45 shekel
($20) Little plates begin to appear, Baba Ganoush,
Hummus, Tahini, Fattoush Salad, lentils and rice,
beets, and pita. But the “salads” are enough for
two. I leave Dalyat El Carmel feeling too full, with
souvenirs for gifts packed into my purse, and take

the bus down through Isfiya, the other Druz town.
I notice that many of the women in Dalyat El Carmel are dressed more modestly than I remember,
with their white “hijabs” covering their mouths. I
asked one girl of 23 why that is and she answers
that it’s because these women including her are
“more religious.”
It seems that religion is stronger now than ever,
even among the smaller religions like Druze. The
Druze are a complex and interesting group but
it’s best you look them up on Google to understand the intricacies of their relationship with
Israel and their way of life.
Gvaot Bar near Be’er Seva
and the Bedouin City nearby
A few days later, Aliza and I travel by train to
Gvaot Bar, 15 kilometers from Be’er Sheva, about
80 kilometers south of Jerusalem. The community
is gated, about 1,000+ residents. Sagi and Shani
live in a sprawling two storey house, which they
built five years ago. Shani tells me the average
number of children per family is four.
The house is surrounded by a garden, in which
fruit trees and herbs abound. You can pick at
various times of the year, grapefruit, pomegranates, bananas, pomelos, tangerines, lemons,

feijoa, persimmons, papaya, loquats, kumquats,
mango, peaches, apricots, pitanga, guava, grapes,
figs, pears, mulberries, and plums. And if you like
herbs? Zaatar, sage, lemongrass, basil, rosemary,
and lavender.
On Shabbat (Saturday) we visited the Bedouin
City, Rahat, population 80,000, interesting because all the houses look enormous and are made
of stone and then there are the minarets that dot
the city and finally the slums where the Bedouin
seem to live much like they did 50 years ago.
The city is made up of tribes who still fight but
they all seem to agree that garbage around them
is fine, as long as it is not in their houses. They
are lovely people and the youth seem innocent.
Sagi tells me they don’t speak much Hebrew and
about a company that moved to Rahat called Soda
Stream that employs many Bedouin.
The BDS movement complained about the
company being in Palestinian territory and so
they moved to Rahat and now the BDSers complain about the company being on Bedouin land.
Funny because it’s a Bedouin City whose residents benefit enormously from the presence of
the company.

Dream team at Rahat Nursery

Pomelo from Langer Garden

Continued on page 38

Sahlab, a rosewater infused Arabic dessert

Trains in Israel
They are very comfortable, go almost everywhere along the main routes to Nahariya,
past Haifa in the north and to Be’er Sheva
in the south. There is a light rail or metro
train from Jerusalem to Ben Gurion, which
takes 21 minutes. Rates are inexpensive for
seniors but you need a real agent to get these
rates, not the machines.
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Israelis come from far and wide to partake in
Bedouin delicacies at Vadhan Ranch
Continued from page 37

It’s impossible as I see it to understand Israel
without being in places like Rahat and seeing the
co-existence of Israelis and Arabs.
We had brunch at a sprawling restaurant and
playground complete with trees and huge tents
called Vadhan Ranch just outside Rahat and
waited in line a half an hour to eat Labeneh
(cheese-yogurt) in Bedouin pita, something like
Druz Pita, thin and wrapped in layers, accompanied by lots of Zaatar.
There are many cultures in Israel, and many
food cultures that overlap. Little bowls of things
are the unifying feature.
At Sagi’s home, I saw an interesting video about
Bibi Netanyahu or Bibi the King as it was called, a
clever analysis of how Bibi is good for the country
and strong and rules the police force and the IDF
and that is just the problem. Bibi is a king and
with a king there is no democracy. Biblical Israel
had kings but now Israelis don’t want or need a
king, or do they? An interesting take on the political scene here.
On the following Tuesday, Election Day, it was

Sagi with daughters Rona (standing) and Shiri
at Vadhan Ranch

Tombstone of cousin, Uri, designed by Aliza.
“Langer” is engraved on the heart.

not at all clear whether Israelis prefer a king to
democracy. And it’s still not clear.
Last days in Haifa
When I returned to Haifa from Jersualem a
week later, I realized I had caught a cold and because I didn’t want to pass it on to Aliza, I decided to move to the Crowne Plaza on Yefe Nof
or Panorama street in the Carmel Centre. The
hotel is luxurious, $205cdn a night for a beautiful
room overlooking Haifa and the Mediterreanean.
I had this view from my bed and kept the window
open to catch a lovely breeze. It was a nice place
to spend a couple of days.
The next day I meandered through the Hadar
(the downtown) halfway to the port, where I used
to hang out in the 70s. It’s changed but still has its
charm. There are a lot of Russians there, probably
because it’s cheaper than the Carmel. I love the
atmosphere and the people. I met a Frenchman
married to a Russian in their jewellery shop on
Herzl St. the main shopping street and tried not
to give them my cold while I picked out presents
for friends and family.
The Carmel Centre is not what it used to be, but

it’s fun to try out the cafés and ice cream shops,
where I found sugarless ice-cream.
Back at the hotel, I ordered room service for
the first time in my life. I called at 9:30pm and
ordered an Israeli breakfast for a reasonable 45
shekel or $17. I couldn’t believe the amounts and
variety of cheeses that came with tuna salad, hard
boiled eggs, chopped vegetable salad, and cream
cheese dips, with OJ and my favourite Café Hafooh. The young woman who delivered the meal
to my door couldn’t believe I wanted breakfast at
night. Why not? It’s the best thing on the menu,
I told her.
A special thanks to Chen (pronounced Hen),
Grace in English, who looked after me from her
front desk and attended to all my needs including
a mat in the too-high bathtub.
Something tells me it won’t be another eight
years before I return to Haifa, my favourite city
perhaps because it holds memories of my youth,
and simply because it’s a beautiful city built on
Mt. Carmel facing the sea, a city not to be missed
when you next plan to visit Israel.
Next issue: Jerusalem
Buses in Israel
They are profuse, comfortable, and very
inexpensive for seniors, 3 shekel a ride
($1.20cdn) or you can load up a card and
use the same payment for 1½ hours. No ID
required. Just say you’re a kashish. (senior)

View of minaret in Rahat

Bella, the Langer cat, basking in the sunset at Gvaot Bar
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Get a cell phone and plan
at Ben Gurion
When you arrive at Ben Gurion and realize
your cell phone is locked, ask for directions
to the cellphone booth before you leave the
airport and get yourself a plan for one month
for $100 shekel. ($40cdn) Other lengths of
stay available.
You can also buy a simple cellphone for
$150 shekel or $60cdn, keep it for a return
visit or lend it to a friend.
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Les Résidences Soleil,

it’s a family thing !

«

»

I fell in love with Les Résidences Soleil from the moment I set foot
here. With a full time receptionist and medical clinic open 24 hrs a day,
I always feel safe. I’m free to come and go as I please and to receive
visitors whenever I want. My daughter now lives in the apartment next
to mine. It’s a really nice place to live.

- Mme Ménard
101 years old !

More than 30 years after the construction of our first Résidences Soleil for
our own parents, we now see the sons and daughters of our first residents
coming to live here. We’re truly honored by their continued trust in us.
Visit us every day ! • 1 800 363-0663 • residencessoleil.ca
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